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ABSTRACT
Booty & Cheeba is a creative writing thesis consisting of six interconnected chapters
focused on a small-town high school. The set is framed by an adult narrator reflecting on
his teenaged past and his relationship to the school in discussion. These reflections on the
past are used to emphasize the importance of embracing the present. Through its
exploration of high school years, the text investigates the “naïve ambition of youth;” this
attitude, characteristic of this stage of adolescence, is one that the thesis ultimately
defends and even praises.
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1
INTRODUCTION
“The naïve ambition of youth”: High School Narrative and Nostalgia in Booty & Cheeba
In his high school novel Carrie, Stephen King’s narrator states, “High school isn’t
a very important place. When you’re going you think it’s a big deal, but when it’s over
nobody really thinks it was great unless they’re beered up.” I do not agree with this
assertion. I think that in many ways, high school is a very important place. I believe this
not just because of how, by King’s own admission, it feels crucial at the time (though I
do think this is a justification in itself) but because the in-between, liminal nature of
adolescent development at this stage – a stage when a person is certainly not a child, but
also certainly not an adult – results in a very particular kind of worldview, an earnest
attitude characteristic of this developmental stage, and this developmental stage only. The
attitude I am referring to, characterized by Phillip Roth in American Pastoral as “the
eloquent naivete” of young people (84) – and which I reframe as “the naïve ambition of
youth” – is one that my thesis, Booty & Cheeba, explores, defends, and, ultimately,
praises.
In the behavior, choices, and especially the artistic expressions of high school-age
individuals, I am often aware of a self-assured sincerity, a kind of beautiful belief in their
own potential which (rather tragically, in my opinion) wanes as the jaded cynicism of
adulthood encroaches. My collection examines various characters who, due to their
specific age, still possess this “naïve ambition of youth,” and are using this particular type
of ambition to explore the possibilities of who they are (or who they are becoming) and
how they fit into the world around them. By presenting high school as the venue in which
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this “naïve ambition” best flourishes, my thesis challenges King’s assertion, depicting
this stage in a person’s life as both highly significant and uniquely crucial.
The high school narrative is a well-established (sub)genre occurring across a
variety of artistic mediums. However, the primary influences on the generic conventions
of this project (especially at the outset) come from film’s representation of high school –
in particular, the slate of high school movies released throughout the 1990s, such as
Dazed and Confused and the American Pie franchise. In an essay for Cineaction, film
critic Robin Wood examines the films of this era, suggesting that the ’90s high school
movie genre is a modern iteration of the various types of genre movies produced by
major Hollywood studios of the late ’30s and ’40s (such as screwball comedies or
musicals). In addition to defending the intellectual and artistic merit of these films, the
best of which he feels are “certainly in need of recognition” for “they represent…the
potential strengths of a communal art, which the mainstream in its more grandiose
manifestations has forfeited,” Wood outlines the nine characteristics he identifies as the
key conventions of the genre (10). I would like to consider each of these characteristics
with relation to my collection, in order to examine the ways my thesis corroborates and
challenges the basic conventions of this genre.
Robin Wood identifies the “structuring presence” of these high school films as
“sex,” which serves as the films’ “primary source of energy” (5). The stories in my
collection, though, rarely actually feature sex, or at least, they certainly fail to feature sex
as emphatically as Wood notes it is featured in 90s high school movies. When sex is
presented in Booty & Cheeba, it is never in the straightforward, traditionallyheteronormative way depicted in many of the aforementioned movies. The collection’s
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first instance of sexuality occurs in opening story “Niagara High,” in which Judy Watson
gives D.J. Miller his first blowjob. The act does not lead to some sort of macho
celebration or chestpuffing, as a clichéd plot might offer; instead, after “he finished he
looked at her and he stammered for a bit and because it was his first time he did not know
what to say so he just said ‘Thank you,’ and…started crying and crying.” The motive for
these tears is left deliberately unclear, thereby presenting an ambivalent attitude towards
teenage sexuality that resists the enthusiastic, purportedly harmless versions presented in
the films under Wood’s analysis.
The most sexually-charged scene in the entire collection involves the two boys in
(the appropriately named) “Two Boys” who, near the story’s climax, find themselves
alone in a secluded abandoned house, standing “on the same step, their bodies pressed
flat together, cheek to cheek,” so close “that the second boy can smell the first boy’s
shampoo, feel his heart beating hard and fast.” Though this moment seethes with an
undercurrent of attraction and tension, the sex is never consummated; further, it is not
traditionally normative.
A type of traditionally-normative sexual desire is staged in “Derby Day,” albeit
humorously: Teddy Thompson’s pot-fuelled daydream presents him fantasizing about
scooping “Darlene up in his arms and carr[ying] her over to” a “pile of rose petals…as
big as a kingsize bed” where he “places her down, softly, and, in one motion, rips open
his red tuxedo, revealing tufts of thick black curly hair on his chest, which Darlene begins
to run her fingers through, moan.” Here, traditionally-normative sexual desire (once again
unconsummated) is parodied through the scene’s exaggerated imagery, especially the
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depiction of a young boy with a Tom Selleck or Burt Reynolds-esque chest, thus
presenting normative sexuality as something to laugh at rather than long for.
This is not to say, however, that the collection is attempting to outright discourage
or criticize traditional heteronormative sex. In the titular story, protagonist Henry Ross’s
embrace of Niagara High’s rebellious culture – in which he sheds his “new kid” skin and
indoctrinates himself as a true blue-n-maroon wearing Trojan – is linked with a newfound
acknowledgement of older classmate Dahli Clarke’s alluring sexuality. Shortly after
disobeying his parents (the only time in his life he has ever done so!) by participating in a
daring feat atop a bandshell roof, Henry “notices for the first time the way [Dahli’s]
breasts lift a bit under her hoodie” when she stands straight, and “notices for the first
time, too, the pink bubblegum she’s been chewing all night, thinks maybe he even sees
her bite her bottom lip.” This acknowledgment of his traditional heteronormative sexual
attraction to Dahli is followed by an attempt at flirting: Henry, for the first time, calls
Dahli “Peaches,” a nickname she was granted “after Travis Kazynski – Trav, Kaz, the
King – sang her some Steve Miller, said he really loved her peaches can he shake her
tree, cause Dahli Clarke has the biggest tits in the whole school, and since Kaz the King
called her Peaches the name stuck.”
The story ends with Henry’s participation in this custom – a participation he had
resisted throughout – thus presenting his new rebellious spirit in tandem with his
newfound sexual awareness. Because the narrative presents Henry’s rebellion as
something worth praising, and depicts his previous reluctances as lame and
unsympathetic, the story offers normative sexuality as something exciting, perhaps even
encouraged. However, it is important to note, too, that, once again, the sex is not
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consummated (nor is it likely it ever will be, given how much younger Henry is than
Dahli; while she does gently reciprocate his advances, they are likely only mere coy
flirtations, and not at all an indication that she is interested in a sexual partnership).
Thus, while the text is not necessarily critical of traditional heteronormative
sexuality, it certainly seems less interested in emphasizing such normative forms. Indeed,
no instance of sex with reproductive capabilities is presented (which is not to say, of
course, that heterosexual intercourse must necessarily be reproductive, but throughout the
stories in my thesis, no instance of sex in which reproduction is even a possibility is at all
available). Additionally, while the title of the collection, which takes its name from a
lyric in a “fucking Niagara anthem,” may praise intercourse, it specifically lauds anal sex
(“Wave your booty in the air so we can jump on it/Tapping that ass…”) – again, nonreproductive. This emphasis on non-reproductive sex functions deliberately to construct
the Niagara High students as indifferent to or unconcerned by the future – instead, they
focus on the joys of the immediate present (as emphasized by the sex acts done only for
pleasure). Note, too, Wood’s assertion that “‘Graduation’ is a central image in most of
the films,” but is never mentioned or discussed in this collection, further depicting
Niagara High students as solely focused on the present (6).
The collection also varies from Wood’s assessment of the genre’s standard
conventions by providing a slightly more nuanced depiction of women than typically
found in this form. Wood asserts that the typical ’90s high school movie is “extremely
conservative” in its representation of gender, with female characters “divided into ‘nice
girls’ (usually virgins) and ‘bitches’” (5). I have attempted, throughout the collection, to
reject such a binary when constructing female characters. Admittedly, this has been a
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weakness in my writing throughout the process, most notably with regards to the
aforementioned character of Dahli (“Peaches”) Clarke. In earlier drafts of “Booty &
Cheeba,” her character was essentially defined as only a pair of tits: she had no other
distinguishing features, was given little agency or any interesting role, and seemingly
functioned solely to signal Henry’s (sexual and social) awakening. I attribute such a
characterization to an underdeveloped skill in my writing (namely: a weakness for
developing characters whose experiences greatly differ from mine). After several readers
pointed out Dahli’s flat characterization, though, I sought and achieved greater
complexity through subsequent revisions.
Firstly, Dahli’s friendship with Morley and Baty became depicted as being
equilateral and entirely non-sexual (the trio “walk[s] off, side-by-side, like they’re headed
down the Yellow Brick Road”), a relationship that does not present either the men as
sexual predators or the woman as sexual prey. Further, Dahli is said to be able to roll “the
best joints [Morley] ever smoked – they’re fat as a fucking Sharpie” and much better than
the one Baty attempts (which is said to look like he “rolled it with mitts on;” in response,
Morley laments, “We gotta get Peaches to teach us her ways, man”), endowing Dahli
with a skillset the boys are both impressed by and unable to replicate. In addition, Dahli
is solely responsible for conceiving of, and executing, the best part of the trio’s bandshell
plan – stealing rose petals from an annoying neighbor’s garden to drop off the roof when
Matinee Slim starts their set – an idea which is described by the boys as “genius…real
Alfred Einstein” (the misnomer deliberate for comedic effect), “so fucking wicked,” and
causes Henry to be “struck by the boldness of” her move, leading him to wonder “if he’d
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ever have the balls to try something like that” for himself (the masculine slang term
“balls” also deliberately chosen to further emphasize a nuanced depiction of femininity).
All of this serves to highlight Dahli’s complexity and agency amongst her male
counterparts. At the same time, Dahli proudly owns her sexuality through her embrace of
her nickname, without this turning her into the dichotomous, non-virgin “bitch” identified
by Wood. Significantly, though, Dahli also recognizes how to use the virginal “nice girl”
image to her own advantage: when trying to sneak Henry out of his house, she greets
Henry’s strict parents with her hair “tied back in a ponytail,” hands “folded behind her
back as she smiles politely, looking pleasant, plain,” thereby immediately gaining their
full trust and approval, able to appropriate normative, conservative femininity. This
version of Dahli’s character is much rounder, a decision made to reflect contemporary
understandings of gender roles, but also to further deemphasize and diminish the
importance of reproductive sexuality in favor of sex solely for pleasure.
This nuanced representation of femininity occurs elsewhere in the collection. The
first student given any degree of characterization is Cheryl Sulliman in “Niagara High,”
who is highlighted for making “quite a stir…for ditching the knee-length skirts all the
girls in school are expected to wear and instead showing up in denim jeans,”
subsequently standing up and screaming “Heil Hitler!” at the administration during a
disciplinary assembly. In so doing, she resists the “nice girl” character Wood highlights,
presenting a bold and strong brand of femininity. Later in that same story, Tina Woodruff
and Marcella Jones daringly smoke cigarettes during class in the school smoke pit, with
Tina encouraging newcomer Marcella to push through her first-drag coughs by saying,
“Atta girl. Pop that cherry,” thus using sexual language to encourage rebellion, which
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resists an overly-normative depiction of feminine behavior. Although the depiction of
Darlene in “Derby Day” is relatively flat, the story presents her as a kind of boring “nice
girl” simply because the comedic absurdity of that chapter seeks to critique and challenge
normative masculinity (and subsequently, femininity; the characterization, then, is
slightly ironic).
I would now like to consider my engagement with the second feature of high
school narratives Wood highlights: the “structuring absence” of “education.” Wood
suggests that “neither the characters nor the films express the least interest in education,”
and my thesis echoes this sentiment (6). There are no characters who express an
eagerness to study, nor do they show concern regarding homework, their grades, or any
kind of academic success. Teachers are repeatedly presented as cruel, generally
incompetent, and detached from the needs of their students. In the aforementioned
assembly protested by Cheryl Sulliman, for instance, Principal Salter addresses the
student body with a somewhat paranoid (“eroding established educational
values…worries about thermo-nuclear catastrophe…widespread drug abuse”) and overlyrigid bureaucratic spiel (“We must not…lose sight of the enduring aims of this
educational institution”) with no real concern for the students’ actual interests, passions
or desires; this divide between the school’s staff and its students is widened by Cheryl’s
opposition, which causes the crowd on the bleachers to “erupt, unhinged and wild,
whooping and hollering and stomping their feet, the din rising and swirling.” Later that
same story, Mitch Dunlop is attacked by his classmates for growing his hair long – an
assault prompted by teacher Mr. Hutton, who tells his homeroom that “someone ought to
give him a haircut, tells them again that someone really ought to cut his hair.” In “Andy,”
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the protagonist is unfairly and rather hastily kicked off the football team by Coach
McCarthy, and “nothing Andy says can change the decision,” revealing Coach
McCarthy’s personal bias and favoritism for some students over others. Further, in
“Derby Day,” after the class forms a mob and begins to cruelly taunt Teddy, he “looks
around desperately for his teacher but…doesn’t see her anywhere;” a few pages later, too,
his class “gets rowdier and rowdier…growing more spirited and debauched in the
absence of any authoritative interference” while his teacher sits at her desk reading
Cosmo, showing a complete disregard for the well-being of her students.
Not every teacher, however, is presented unfavorably: towards the end of
“Niagara High,” for instance, Mr. Cristelli walks out into the courtyard to smoke, smiling
at the embarrassed students who are already out there and stating, “Don’t worry…I don’t
like hanging at the smoke pit, either,” establishing a solidarity between staff and students
that has otherwise been absent. Further, Mr. Oliver elicits sympathy from both his
students and the reader after a student, Rick Dobell, plays a prank on him, swiping his
wallet before class without realizing that the wallet contains valuable war-time
photographs. Mr. Oliver breaks down in anguished concern, weeping, which “teaches
[the students] more about war than a textbook ever could.” These teachers offer nuance
and complexity to the representation of the school’s staff, while the scene with Mr. Oliver
also reveals an emphasis on a kind of education that occurs through high school, but is
external to the “official” education.
In addition to the failing teachers described above, the absence of education as
identified by Wood is present through repeated examples of students learning outside the
classroom. In “Booty & Cheeba,” Morley describes the best advice he’d ever heard
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(“ever!”), bestowed upon him from Penner Mackay, drummer of beloved local band
Matinee Slim:
“I go to him, I say, ‘Penner, what’ve you got to show for it all?’ You know? He’s
so fucking wise, man…He goes: ‘When I started [at Niagara High], I used to play
the drums like I’d whipped out my dick, and put my dick on my drumkit. But now
– now? – I keep it in my pants, and I play the fucking drums, man.’ Isn’t that some
Plato shit or what?...Wisest shit I ever heard, that’s for sure. Guy’s like a
goddamn professor.”
Here, an older student becomes a key source of important wisdom (“a goddamned
professor”), not the teachers or anything offered on the curriculum. Similarly, Andy
learns many useful, tangible skills from his neighbor, Mr. Jankowski; though these skills
(how to drive, how to prune a fruit tree, etc) are not skills he would have learned in
school anyways, these scenes do depict him being taught something, receiving instruction
and education – things he never receives at Niagara High. In “Derby Day,” too, Teddy
“has spent the summer reading stuff like Shakespeare…which means he knows a
masterful control of the English language when he sees it,” obtaining this literary
knowledge entirely on his own; further, he prepares for his race by burying himself “in
the archives of the Town Museum,” mentally preparing in total isolation, reinforcing the
text’s emphasis on students learning outside the classroom.
Interestingly, Wood notes, while the characters in these movies are “forced to
spend great stretches of their lives doing things in which they appear to have no interest
whatsoever,” they never complain about having to go to school, and it “never occurs to
the characters or to the films to attack the system – the organization of education within
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our culture” (6). Wood links the education system to capitalism and posits that “an attack
on our education system…would inevitably imply an attack on capitalism itself” (6).
While Booty & Cheeba shares this absence of an attack or complaint towards the
education system, it is not due to a capitalist tie, but rather, the text resists such an attack
because it recognizes the value inherent in the space and community offered by Niagara
High. My thesis presents high school as a site for fostering community: Matinee Slim, a
band that seems to unite the entire student body, is revealed to have been formed as
students in Ms. Montague’s music class, while the posters for Peace In The Park are first
disseminated (and seemingly produced) through the halls of Niagara High. Meanwhile,
each story contains one character presented wearing a NHS hoodie, suggesting a sense of
community and identity fostered through the school. This suggested sense of community
depicts Niagara High as a valuable and important space.
Wood’s third characteristic is less relevant to my project: he highlights the fact
that many of the 90s high school movies adapted “plots sanctified by past highly
respected literary works,” such as 10 Things I Hate About You’s retelling of The Taming
of the Shrew, She’s All That as an update on Pygmalion, or the reworking of Jane
Austen’s Emma in Clueless (7); my project is a set of original narratives, and thus this
convention does not apply. His fourth convention, though, concerning the depiction of
parents and home life, does directly highlight a recurring motif throughout my collection.
Wood suggests that “most of the films seem reluctant to suggest that all these high school
students actually come from somewhere, that they have a specific background,” ignoring
the characters’ homes and families (7). Indeed, such familial backgrounds are largely
absent throughout this thesis.
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In Principal Salter’s address, one of the collection’s very first scenes, he states
that “many parents feel bewildered because present-day schooling seems so different and
standards seem lower than those which existed when they attended,” establishing a
dichotomous divide between parents and their children, not unlike the (mostly)
dichotomous divide established between staff and students. In “Booty & Cheeba,”
Henry’s parents are presented as disconnected and oblivious to their son’s true feelings –
“Henry may smile, he may state agreement, he may even speak. But he’s not ever really
saying anything to them” – while also unreasonably protective and stifling (and
ultimately, through Dahli’s rescuing of Henry from the house, easily manipulated,
exposing a blind ignorance towards their son). The fact that Morley admits to constantly
getting away with his “bowling” excuse (“Tell em you’re going bowling. It works every
time, I swear to you. Parents love that shit. Sincerely! What do they gotta worry about if
their little baby boy is going bowling? Fuck, my parents think I play in a league!”) also
suggests a student body-wide divide between generations. In “Two Boys,” the boys
watch porn in a basement while “his parents sleep deeply, all the way upstairs;” when one
expresses concern about parents coming down, the other’s reassurance –“They won’t.
Trust me. I watch this all the time” – reveals a lack of authority, surveillance, or control.
In “Andy,” Andy’s parents are “known round town as a good-fer-nuthin buncha drunks,”
and his father eventually abandons the family altogether, while Teddy Thompson’s
parents in “Derby Day” are mentioned briefly enough to establish their existence but
remain otherwise invisible, never offering concern, compassion, or support to their
struggling son. Through this absence, then, an emphasis is placed on the agency and
independence of the young characters. In so doing, the text praises this stage of
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adolescent development by depicting it as a setting in which, for the most part, its
occupants can fend for themselves, revealing the power and ability that accompanies the
“naïve ambition of youth.”
The fifth convention concerns gender, with Wood suggesting that “the films in
general manage to acknowledge that women are now (in theory) on equal terms with
men, asserting themselves and making choices…yet the films remain resolutely malecentred, the main action (the ‘plot’) invariably initiated by the males” (7). Here, I must
acknowledge the fact that each of the four primary stories in the collection center on male
protagonists. While I have done my best to offer a nuanced depiction of women, there is
an inevitable emphasis placed on male characters because they are filtered through a
masculine viewpoint. This may seem a weakness, a limited perspective; however, the
decision is justified by the frame narrative, the opening and closing chapters which
function respectively as a kind of prologue/epilogue. In these chapters, the first-person
male narrator makes central his own personal conflict: a search for stories through which
he can reconcile his conflicted past with his own high school. Thus, the male narrator
focuses on stories of males sorting out their identity, a parallel to the narrator’s own
attempts to sort out his identity.
The absence of racial diversity amongst characters, is, according to Wood, the
sixth characteristic of the high school genre. “Almost all the films scrupulously include
black or Asian characters,” he writes, “but never in leading roles or as objects of desire
for the white characters” suggesting that this depiction of race “is among the more
contemptible and retrograde aspects of this group of films, though reviewers never seem
to notice it or find it worth comment” (7-8). In my collection, the race of the characters is
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never explicitly stated, but the characters’ Euro-centric names suggest that the characters
are predominantly white. This lack of racial diversity is meant to accurately reflect the
town and school upon which the collection’s setting is based: Niagara District Secondary
School in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario – my hometown.
While researching this project, I spoke to multiple alumni of NDSS, and all told
me the school was predominantly white throughout its history, save for the occasional
exception: some years, the school hosted Asian exchange students, who largely kept to
themselves, as often happens with such international exchange programs; several alumni
also recalled (fondly I might add) the 1968-69 school year, when Niagara District’s only
black student, Tom Little, was elected school president with the campaign slogan “Put a
Little Colour in your council,” a humorous anecdote which nonetheless seems to suggest
the tokenism of the time. These claims are corroborated by looking through the school’s
yearbooks (many of which are available digitally through the Town Library’s website),
which reveal an extremely white student body, and further corroborated through town
census results obtained online, which reveal, for instance, that the average percentage of
visible minorities between 1996 and 2006 was 3.97, while the average percentage of
recent immigrants was a shockingly low 1.63 and the average percentage of those
reporting Aboriginal identity was an even lower 0.4. Thus, the lack of racial diversity
found throughout Booty & Cheeba accurately reflects the lack of diversity in the town of
Niagara-on-the-Lake itself.
While the collection offers little diversity with regards to gender and race, it does
attempt to offer a somewhat more complicated depiction of Wood’s seventh
characteristic: class. Wood begins this section of his article with the sarcastic query, “Is
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class an issue at all?,” proposing that these films never seem to address any issues
relating to class whatsoever (8). By contrast, my thesis often alludes to such concerns, in
an effort to create complexity and diversity among its student body, while also
maintaining faithful allegiance to the actual demographics of the setting. Although a
fairly small town, Niagara-on-the-Lake contains several distinct areas, with the easiest
distinctions drawn between the touristy and rich “Old Town” neighbourhoods and the
rural, poorer farming areas – a divide alluded to by many of the alumni.
This class divide is referenced throughout my thesis. On the first page of “Niagara
High,” for instance, the school’s front foyer is presented as a place where all the new
students have gathered to form an excited, enthusiastic mob. The students have gathered
from the various sub-districts of Niagara, depicting the new Niagara High as a kind of
“melting pot” in which distinctions between its students are hard to draw. However, the
narrator states that no matter which of the neighbourhoods the students come from, “you
won’t be able to tell who’s from where, not unless you look real real close, spot the farm
kids cause their clothes are a little bit rattier” – thus, for all its purported “melting pot”ness, there is a divide revealed between “farm kids” and “not farm kids,” and the divide,
however seemingly subtle, is linked through the quality of clothing to class.
The distinction between class is particularly present in “Andy,” whose disabled
arm causes him to be ostracized from his classmates. However, his outsider status is also
reinforced through his lower economic status: his classmates “notice that his leather
jacket is too big, doesn’t fit right – a hand-me-down from his older cousin.” In this story,
a link is thus established between Andy’s physical disability and his class status (a link
made explicit through the fact that he is unable to secure work, for “each time he goes for
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an interview, boss takes one quick glance at his arm – ‘Not hiring, kid.’”). By the end of
the story, Andy’s crippled arm is suggested to be a handicap he will never overcome, and
he will always be treated less fairly; by presenting this character as the poorest in the
collection, a suggestion also emerges that a lower class-status cannot be “overcome” any
more than a crippled arm can be.
Similarly, Teddy Thompson’s soapbox car is hand-built, while his nemesis, John
Luster, is purchased one by his father, a “filthy rich lawyer;” though Teddy maintains that
“John’s shiny, fancy, rich machine in itself will not be enough to win the race,” he
recognizes that “money certainly comes with its advantages, and the car’s pricetag has
guaranteed John a certain swiftness.” One can read into the fact that John ultimately does
win the race a suggestion that the “filthy rich” cannot ever be overcome. Through this
depiction of class the collection introduces complexity amongst the local population.
The eighth characteristic identified by Wood highlights the fact that these films
rarely engage with politics, giving the impression “that the characters, obsessed with
‘getting laid’ or with finding the idea of love, have no interest in politics (national, global
or sexual) or political action” (8). Indeed, Booty & Cheeba features only very brief
indications of political engagement – Cheryl Sulliman’s previously-mentioned Hitlerreferencing protest, for instance, or Morley’s awareness of his town’s shifting
demographics and economic priorities: “Nuthin here for us,” he says. “Maybe once there
was, but not now, that’s for sure…Got fancy wineries and fancy shops and fancy old
people in their fancy condos – but nuthin for us…Soon they’re gonna take Niagara High,
too. Turn this town into Disneyland” (note, too, that this mention of Disneyland evokes
Baudrillard’s analysis of that theme park, thus emphasizing the loss of Niagara’s “real-
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ness” as the town increasingly becomes a simulacrum, devoid of a distinct identity). Both
these examples present students with an awareness of the larger ramifications of what
happens at their school. Otherwise, though, such concerns remain largely absent,
reinforcing a sense of community amongst the students by presenting them as only
concerned with what happens in their immediate Niagara High sphere. Additionally, this
political disinterest also reinforces a lack of concern for the future, placing an emphasis
only on the present – a theme to which I will return soon in this essay.
Robin Wood’s final characteristic is sexual orientation – namely, that these films
“rarely have the guts to raise the issue of gayness at all,” and if they do, they do so either
“marginally” or “very confusingly” (8). However, Booty & Cheeba does occasionally
raise “the issue of gayness” – most notably in “Two Boys” – as the male characters
throughout the collection explore the possibilities of their developing identities. In
multiple instances, the thesis examines anxieties surrounding gayness. In one of the
vignettes in “Niagara High,” for instance, Karol teasingly shares gossip that one of their
classmates, Kyle Hammond, can “suck his own dick,” the mocking tone of the exchange
revealing homosexuality to be something worth making fun of (a similar attitude is
revealed more subtly through Baty’s use of the term “cocksucker”). “Two Boys” is
entirely predicated upon the protagonist’s anxieties surrounding whether he is or is not
gay – suggesting that homosexuality is something one cannot admit to at Niagara High.
This attitude is reflective of the larger town of Niagara in general in “Derby Day,” where
Teddy is constantly called names like “queer” and “homo fag” (the potential
offensiveness of which is intended to be undercut by the piece’s exaggerated, humorous
tone). In Niagara, and at Niagara High, it seems, there are anxieties amongst men
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concerning homosexuality; I have invoked this motif to offer a realistic depiction of how
it feels for men at this age to explore their identities, and to expose some of the
limitations of the adolescent stage, rendering my depiction of high school slightly more
nuanced.
I have examined the ways in which my thesis shares and expands upon the nine
characteristics proposed by Robin Wood as the generic conventions of the 90s high
school movie, the subgenre of texts to which my thesis is most indebted. In particular,
though, this project is especially indebted to Richard Linklater’s 1993 film Dazed and
Confused, and I would thus like to now turn this essay’s focus towards that film, to
specifically consider that film’s treatment of nostalgia and the extent to which that
treatment informed (and was built upon in) Booty & Cheeba.
In an article entitled “Tuesday’s Gone: The Nostalgic Teen Film,” film critic
Lesley Speed examines the role of nostalgia in three popular teen films: George Lucas’s
American Graffiti (1974), Rob Reiner’s Stand by Me (1986) and the aforementioned film
by Linklater (the former two also key influences on my writing). Speed argues that these
films serve as examples of the “nostalgic teen film” or the “rites-of-passage film,” which
are films both “set in the past and structured around the protagonist’s acquisition of
greater maturity” (25). Using an analysis of American Graffiti and Stand by Me, Speed
suggests that often, these films, by “privileg[ing] nostalgia and fetishiz[ing] historical
distance,” are “inclined to disavow the immediacy…of youth culture” (26). One manner
in which this is achieved, Speed posits, is through the presence of a nostalgic first-person
voice-over, a trope whose literary antecedents can be seen in a story like James Joyce’s
“Araby.” By offering a “depiction of youth from a perspective that is outside youth” (28),
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the adult narrator “works to imbue the events with greater significance” and “imposes a
syntactic reading on distant events and past youth;” this retrospective narration “serves to
extract youth from the immediacy of toilet humor and aimless pranks, idealizing the past
in light of middle-aged nostalgia” (26). A second manner Speed highlights is “the final
cataloguing of the characters’ achievements” (26), a type of coda which “represents an
attempt to explain a person’s adult trajectory through the seemingly impulsive actions of
adolescence,” thereby repressing “the excessive and arbitrary aspects of youth
behavior…through an emphasis on the significance of later achievements” (27). These
films seem “engaged in a quest to re-stage a past youth while affirming the mastery of
the…adult narrator” and often, thus, highlight and emphasis the character of the “writer”
(28).
Speed contrasts this paradigm by presenting Dazed and Confused as an alternative
to “the containment of adolescent spontaneity” (27). Linklater’s film, she argues,
distances itself from the tradition outlined above, not only by “eschew[ing] the traditional
privileging of a single character” – particularly, an adult narrator – “and avoid[ing] the
sense of inevitability that characterizes the resolution” of the other two but also through
its emphasis on “mobility and immediacy” (this “theme of immediacy” can also “be
linked to the theme of transition,” a concern “central to some major theories of youth as a
social and cultural phenomenon”) (27). To explain the “nostalgic teen film’s assertion of
a retrospective, and potentially conservative, adult perspective,” Speed draws on the
sociocultural work of Erik H. Erikson and Lawrence Grossberg, who examine the process
of identity formation in postwar youth. She cites Grossberg’s claim that following the rise
of baby boomers, society “had to develop strategies to ‘program’ the mobility, the
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otherness, and the uncertainty of youth,” an effort to “contain adolescence” that was
“historically unsuccessful, and…actually contributed to the perception of youth as being
‘apart from…social institutions’” (28). To react against these attempts at containment,
youth since the 1950s has been associated with “space[s] of transition
between…institutions;” these spaces become very important, for they serve as “locations
for teenagers to assert a collective identity, establishing a physical and cultural distance
from adult institutions” (28).
Noting that “the transitionary and spatial aspects of adolescence are reflected in
Dazed and Confused” through its narrative emphasis on “spaces of transition,” Speed
particularly focuses on the motif of the car, which “in the teen genre is central to an
association between adolescent identity and spatial mobility” (28). Further, she argues,
the film “effaces a nostalgic depiction of the past through placing an emphasis on
immediate pleasures,” thereby shedding the paradigm so common amongst such films
(30). Because my collection is indebted to Dazed and Confused, it similarly challenges
elements of the paradigm presented by Speed; however, the collection also incorporates
elements outlined by Speed’s analysis of the first two films, and thus, both challenges and
affirms the conventions of the nostalgic teen film.
Due to its primary topic and setting – high school – Booty & Cheeba inherently
arouses nostalgia from its readers, especially because its target audience is older than
high school-age. This nostalgia is enhanced by the fact that the stories are set in varied
pasts – some, like “Derby Day” and Mitch Dunlop’s vignette in “Niagara High,” evoke
the late 1950s and early 60s; others are set ambiguously somewhere between 1956 and
2010. In the same manner that Speed highlights in her analysis of Dazed and Confused,
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though, my collection aims to ensure that these nostalgic elements do not contribute to a
“containment of youth.” One way this is achieved is through the text’s emphasis on the
present. Most broadly, this emphasis is displayed through the choice to narrate all stories
in the present tense. I began writing these stories in the past tense, but after reading Mark
Anthony Jarman’s Knife Party at the Hotel Europa, I realized how much more energy the
present voice could provide; this narrative switch also places a Linklater-ian emphasis on
immediacy.
This emphasis on the immediacy of the present is also displayed through the
decision to have the “Niagara High” vignettes arranged chronologically by month, but
not by year: beginning in September 1956, the story then moves to October 1968,
November 1977, back in time to December 1963, head to the future for January 1996,
etc. This, combined with the present tense narrative voice, makes every scene feel “now,”
regardless of where in history it is happening, further developing the sense of immediacy.
The emphasis on the immediate present is reinforced through Morley’s claim that Peace
In The Park is “better than Woodstock” because, as he explains to Baty and Henry:
“Peace In The Park is ours, man. It’s ours,” displaying absolutely no nostalgic longing
for the past. This sentiment is reinforced later in the story when Henry arrives at the
concert, and, seeing all the tie-dyed t-shirts, starts “to wonder if he’s been unwittingly
tricked into time travelling” but quickly remembers that “he hasn’t, of course: he is there,
and it is now.”
My thesis also resists the “containment of youth” which Speed acknowledges as a
characteristic of nostalgic texts by placing emphasis on “spaces of transition.” As with
Dazed, this emerges, in part, through the motif of cars. In “Booty & Cheeba,” Baty’s van
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becomes a popular hang-out spot, so much so that everyone at “NHS calls it Baty’s van,
and they know of course that it is not really totally actually his but because hardly
anybody at NHS has their own car they’ve convinced themselves it is really totally Baty’s
van.” The following story opens with the two boys getting stoned in a car, the vehicle
functioning as a private site for curious explorations. “Andy” presents its protagonist
getting a great thrill out of driving, for when he starts “really flying…his small stump
does not matter, has no significance or consequence,” using the vehicle to temporarily
overcome his disability. The importance of a vehicle is self-evident throughout “Derby
Day,” where the protagonist’s primary goal is to win a soapbox race in order to prove his
masculinity. The collection’s emphasis on “spaces of transition” extends far beyond this
car motif, though. Throughout the stories, characters also repeatedly gravitate towards
places that allow them to congregate and form a collective identity: the smoke pit in
“Niagara High;” Simcoe Park in both “Booty & Cheeba” and “Derby Day;” the
abandoned house and basement in “Two Boys;” and Mr. Jankowski’s shed in “Andy”
(not to mention the locker rooms and football field). By allowing the characters to occupy
such spaces, the text resists “containment,” thus allowing the “naïve ambition of youth”
to flourish.
As much as Booty & Cheeba emphasizes the immediacy of the present, it also
contains a crucial element of the nostalgic teen film outlined by Speed: the presence of a
first-person narrator who, as with the examples cited above, depicts “youth from a
perspective that is outside youth” and “works to imbue the events with greater
significance;” like the others, too, this narrator is also a writer. Here, though, the figure is
not at all intended to “contain youth,” as with Speed’s examples. Rather, the narrator in
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my thesis functions as the inverse of Speed’s earlier examples: he is an adult outsider
looking back on the bygone eras of his youth for guidance and wisdom as to how he is to
move forward; while Speed’s narrators look to the past to understand how they got to
where they ultimately did, my narrator looks to the past to understand how he can get to
where he ultimately needs to.
The answer he arrives at, through his examination of the Niagara High stories he
uncovers, is to embrace the present. While his past is marred by regrets and a constant
consideration of all his coulda/woulda/shouldas, the narrator comes to appreciate,
through interactions with the green-eyed girl, the importance of embracing what is
directly in front of him. By falling in love with someone who has never heard of either of
the schools which preoccupy him, the narrator acknowledges that it no longer matters
who he “might have been” if he had made different decisions: like Henry arriving at
Peace in the Park, the narrator is “there and it is now,” and this “now” fills him with joy.
Here, the past (and even the future) is supplanted in favor of the immediate present. Thus,
my thesis combines the narrative frame of older nostalgic teen films like American
Graffiti with Dazed and Confused’s paradigm-contrasting emphasis on the present to
emphasize the “naive ambition of youth.” This ambition is one which shows little
concern for yesterday or tomorrow but believes firmly in the power of now, reminding
readers to embrace and enjoy immediate pleasures, like those offered by “booty &
cheeba.” After all, as the text’s closing line reinforces: life ain’t nuthin but.
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“High school days are certainly a happy time in the life of a boy or girl, but these days
do not last long. Once high school days are over, they will never return. These important
school days should not be forgotten"
-

Helen Kurtz

“So drunk in the August sun/
And you’re the kind of girl I like/
Because your empty and I’m empty/
And you can never quarantine the past”
-

Pavement, “Gold Soundz”
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“NIAGARA HIGH”
For all the people who ever wore the blue-n-maroon.
On the corner of East-West Line and Highway 55, there is a school.
The building’s smack-dab in the center of Niagara, or at least as much as it can
be. Certainly, it’s far enough from Old Town that the farm kids – everyone who lives out
on the Lines and Concessions – can get there easily, yet not so far that the town kids – the
ones who hang out on Queen Street, sneak cigarettes in Simcoe Park – feel like they’re in
the country.
The name of the school is Niagara High.
***
Walk through its front doors, from the south side, you’ll be in a foyer. Walk
through its front doors in September 1956, you’ll see a big group of kids gathered – 110
or 120, 130. All the students in the entire school. Not bad for a first day.
You’ll see Keith Allinotte and Helen Kurtz and Robert Penner. Elizabeth Steele,
Elizabeth Hall, Ken Williams. You might see Bob Wright, but he’s probably late or
maybe skipping. Somewhere in the group is Mike Dietsch and somewhere is Dolores
Dietsch, his cousin (she hasn’t dropped out yet).
You’ll see kids from Virgil and Queenston and St. Davids and Old Town but you
won’t be able to tell who’s from where, not unless you look real real close, spot the farm
kids cause their clothes are a little bit rattier.
You will not see anyone from Stamford or St. Catharines or The Falls. They’re
not welcome here.
(Especially not students from Dennis Morris, those goddamned Catholics.)
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Walk straight through the foyer, down the hall, to the left – there’s the gym. It
hasn’t been fully built on the first day or the students would’ve gathered there, but it has
been finished in October 1968, when Principal Salter calls an assembly.
“Many students feel impatient because much of the school curriculum seems
irrelevant to them,” he addresses the crowd, a student body which has now swelled to
640, 50, 60. “Many teachers feel dismayed because permissive attitudes toward students
seem to be crumbling time-honoured traditions and are eroding established educational
values. Many parents feel bewildered because present-day schooling seems so different
and standards seem lower than those which existed when they attended.”
Principal Salter’s eyes scan the gymnasium, hundreds of students staring back,
silent, still.
“With the possibility of ecological disaster threatening the existence of our
generation now added to our present worries about thermo-nuclear catastrophe, social and
moral breakdown, population explosion and widespread drug abuse we must not let these
feelings of impatience, dismay, bewilderment and insecurity cause us to lose sight of the
enduring aims of this educational institution. I have gathered you here today to remind
you that Niagara High is a school which will not tolerate disrespect. Is. This. Clear?”
Salter delivers this last line with all the authoritative gravity of a platoon leader,
steps back from the podium, glares at the congregation, trying his best to instill fear and
respect as the student body maintains silence, stillness.
Until Cheryl Sulliman, sassy 10th-grader in the middle of the bleachers, stands.
Cheryl’s made quite a stir, lately, for ditching the knee-length skirts all the girls in school
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are expected to wear and instead showing up in denim jeans (that’s right, denim jeans!),
and Cheryl can’t help but suspect that some of the assembly has been directed towards
her. So Cheryl stands, her right arm raised, stiff and straight to the end of her fingertips.
Loud as she can, screams, “Heil Hitler!”
Around her the students of Niagara High break their silence. They erupt, unhinged
and wild, whooping and hollering and stomping their feet, the din rising and swirling,
echoes shaking the locker room doors at the far end of the gymnasium.
***
Enter the locker room through these doors, but exit out the right-hand side of the
change room into the end of the hallway. Hang a quick left, exit out the school’s back
doors, head for the football field. But on your way out, be sure to tap your knuckles on
either side of the doorway, two raps with each hand on each side of the frame, like my
father (number 73, offensive end) does in November 1977, when he and his Trojan
teammates take the field to face the Bulldogs in the zone finals. They lose that match, and
a heartbreaker it is, but not as shattering as it could’ve been, cause it’s cold and rainy and
the field turns muddy as shit so it doesn’t even feel like a proper game, but besides it
hardly matters, since Niagara High had faced DM the week before in the semis, had beat
them at home even though nobody thought they could or would, DM with a team that’d
dress 100 guys just to sit em on the bench the whole game, meanwhile NHS could just
barely get a team together but it doesn’t matter, they beat DM, even though nobody
thought they could or would, beat em at home in the semis.
***
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Leave the field, head back inside the way you came from, except this time, notice
the stairs you passed on your way out the door. Take these stairs down and into the
cafeteria. You’ll see an Alice In Wonderland mural painted by some students on the wall
– a Cheshire cat and a cartoon clock. Notice the clock face: its hands are pointed at 4:20.
This painting is not there in December 1963, when seven of the boys in grade 12
corner Mitchell Dunlop, from grade 9. Mitch Dunlop, who lives on the corner of
Prideaux and Regent, just a few blocks from the bandshell in Simcoe Park. Some nights,
Mitch likes to open his bedroom window, slide down his roof on his bottom, hang from
the eavestrough then drop down and head for Queen Street, where he hangs around by the
Chinese restaurant and watches the cars zipping up and down, horns beeping, and if he
closes his eyes it sometimes feels so much like someplace else, New York or Hollywood
even. Soon enough the streets empty, totally empty and quiet, except for maybe the faroff whistling of a drunk, and he looks up at the clock in the cenotaph as it strikes
midnight, while he smokes cigarette after cigarette and does not see a single person.
Sometimes he’ll even lie on his back in the middle of the street and stare up at the stars,
thinking about the planets and how far away they are, and if he tilts his head back just
right the top of the clock tower looks like it stretches all the way to the sky, and Mitch
Dunlop likes to imagine that if you found some way inside, you could climb the steps all
the way to the top and might actually be able to kiss the moon.
Mitch Dunlop, who starts growing his hair long and greasy, and of course nobody
says he has to cut it, nobody would do that, but when Mr. Hutton tells his homeroom that
someone ought to give him a haircut, tells them again that someone really ought to cut his
hair, seven of the boys in grade 12 get the hint. Though Mitch tries to fight them off –
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lands a suckerpunch on one guy, bloodies his nose – they are too many, they are too
much, they hold his arms and his legs and they grab clumps of his hair which they cut
with dull scissors, then they kick him in the sternum, the shoulder, the mouth, leave
Mitch Dunlop on the cafeteria floor and run back up the stairs.
***
Run back up these stairs now, too. But don’t stop on the first floor – head up to
the second. This is where most of the classrooms are. (This is a school, after all.)
At the top of the stairwell you’ll see a music room. Step inside. Ahead of you,
you’ll see a few curved rows of seating, a miniature orchestra. Scan the surroundings. In
the corner, spot three doors; behind each are padded, soundproofed rooms. These are
meant for students to practice their instruments, but in January 1996, Geoff Stewart and
Travis (“Kaz the King”) Kazinski take their guitars and a joint in there, decide they’re
gonna hotbox the jam room at lunchtime. They’re in there, smoking up, when Ms.
Montague, the music teacher, oldest teacher in the school, perpetually seeming one
semester away from retirement, never married and both Jesse and Trav can guess why,
knocks on the door.
“What is that smell?” she barks.
Jesse and Trav freeze, (bloodshot) eyes wide, like careless burglars when the
lights come on.
“What is that smell?” she repeats, opening the padded door, and Jesse throws a
Hail Mary, blurts out, “I forgot to wear deodorant!” and then how Trav starts to laugh,
giggling and laughing, practically crying.
Or was it Graham Morley?
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***
Down the hall from the music room, you’ll find the science wing. Enter into the
third room on the left: a chemistry lab. Go sit on a stool at one of the benches in the
middle – not the very middle, but one row back and one row over to the right from dead
center. Put your head down on the desk, where Karol Monk sits in February 2008.
Before class starts, all the students chatter, discussing nonsense and gossip. With
the illogical spontaneity that accompanies such aimless conversation, some student near
the front explains a fancy new term they’ve learned in health class: auto-fellatio.
“Yo!” Karol shouts out, eager to offer up his juicy tidbit. “I heard that Kyle
Hammond kid can suck his own dick!”
The room falls completely silent, stares straight at Karol. Karol looks around,
obviously oblivious to something everyone else isn’t.
Beside Karol, his friend Duncan taps him on the arm.
“Man,” Duncan says, gently. “He’s right behind you.”
Karol’s face floods, totally maroon. He turns slowly, checks over his shoulder.
Indeed, Kyle Hammond – long black hair past his shoulders, an Iron Maiden tshirt; it’s
easy to understand the Marilyn Manson-esque rumour – sits right behind him, staring
back.
Karol, completely mortified, full of shame and embarrassment, says, “Just what I
heard, man.” He turns back around, puts his head on the desk and does not lift it the
entire class.
***
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Go back out into the hall, continue the way you were headed. The hallway soon
ends, but the school is an L-shape – turn to the right, keep going. You’re out of the
science wing, now, and into the social sciences end. Second classroom on the left is for
history. Stand at the front of the room. There is no desk there but there is in March 1958,
and on this desk Mr. Oliver has placed his wallet. Before class, Rick Dobell notices this
wallet, thinks it’d be a funny prank to swipe it, not knowing that in this wallet, Mr. Oliver
– who was asked to teach history at Niagara High because unlike the names of all the
boys immortalized on the Queen Street cenotaph, he’d actually come back from fighting
in the trenches – has his only photographs of his troop buddies.
“Where’s my wallet?” Mr. Oliver interrupts his lecture, eyes suddenly realizing
the absence from his desk top. Begins shuffling papers around, opening drawers and then
slamming them shut. “Has anybody seen my wallet?” Students shift awkwardly, some try
not to giggle.
“Where is my goddamn wallet?” he practically screams, and finally Rick Dobell
hands it over, pulls it out of his pocket sheepishly, saying, “I was only kidding around,
Mr. Ol–” but before he can finish Mr. Oliver has yanked it out of his hand, grabs the
wallet and collapses with relief into his seat at the desk. And then he starts to weep,
which teaches them more about war than a textbook ever could.
***
Outside the classroom there are rows of lockers, each locker split in half and
shared by two students. Open some, find the initials carved inside, band stickers plastered
to the back wall. Feel the dents bashed into doors with the heel of a foot, run your fingers
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over the slits in the top, the slits through which Judy Watson slips D.J. Miller a note in
April 2000.
“D.J.,” it reads, in thick black marker. “Sorry for being annoying. I’ll call you
Saturday morning, make sure you answer. Love Judy xox” And Judy is sorry, wishes she
hadn’t freaked on him about Cheri Mazza – it’s not his fault that he was assigned to share
lockers with her – but Judy just can’t help it, she doesn’t wanna ever lose him is all. She
loves him, she knows it, she loves him with her whole heart, has known it ever since she
first saw him, even if she didn’t know it exactly at the time, and if it was not right away it
was so soon after, definitely, she definitely knew she loved him after he came over that
Friday and she pulled him against the wall and kissed his cheek and his bottom lip and
his neck, grabbed his crotch, pulled at his hair, undid his belt, put him in her mouth, and
he was saying keep going keep going keepgoing keepgoing keepgoing, and after he
finished he looked at her and he stammered for a bit and said “Thank you,” and then, it
was the strangest thing – he started crying and crying, and that was when Judy knew, that
was when she knew she loved him with all her heart, and that’s why she needs to call him
on Saturday and he needs to make sure he answers.
***
For most of the hallway these lockers line both sides, but look down near the end.
Notice on one side, there’s windows. These windows look down onto a courtyard. There
are some picnic tables and a small garden in there. Nice spot, but it’s inaccessible most of
the year. Come spring, though, when the sun starts shining again, people hang out there.
Sit on one of the fat stones lining the edge of the flowerbed, where Marcella Jones sits
with Tina Woodruff in May 1985 and smokes the very first cigarette of her life.
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“Are you sure? Here? Right here?” Marcella asks, eyeing all the windows
surrounding them, feeling vulnerable, exposed. Marcella has just moved to Niagara High
from Belleville, and nobody smoked at her old school, especially not during class.
“Relax,” Tina says, her lockermate and, currently, the only person Marcella’s
really met. “I smoke here all the time. Everyone does.”
She lights her dart, takes a drag, breathes it out with a grin, hands it over.
“Okay,” Marcella says. “Okay. Okay.” With reluctance, she raises the smoke to
her lips, takes a hit, starts coughing and coughing.
Tina laughs. “Atta girl. Pop that cherry. Take another!”
Marcella does, raising the smoke to her mouth, and as soon as she makes contact
Mr. Cristelli, her first-period English teacher, walks out into the courtyard. Flustered and
embarrassed, Marcella drops the cigarette, unintentionally makes a flourish, inevitably
drawing attention to herself.
Mr. Cristelli looks at Marcella and Tina, smiles, winks. He reaches in his pocket
and pulls out his own pack of smokes.
“Don’t worry,” he says. “I don’t like hanging at the smoke pit, either.”
***
Find the smoke pit, downstairs and out the back doors leading to the parking lot.
The back lot, where I park in June 2016, trying to get inside the building at the corner of
East-West Line and Highway 55 – a school now vacant for several years – in search of
stories like these.
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“BOOTY & CHEEBA”
For all the people who play the drums the way that way Penner McKay does.
I
There’s this bandshell in Simcoe Park. Sometimes they have concerts there.
For the most part the concerts are put on by town council: a swing band might
play on a Sunday afternoon or a string band, maybe. Or some jazz. For the most part they
are put on for old people, tourists, the tame.
Sometimes, though – they aren’t.
The bandshell sits at the top of this shallow, miniature little valley. And at the
other edge of the valley, directly across from the stage – say 150, I dunno, 160 metres –
the lawn of the park rises into a small hill. No matter who put the concert on or what type
of concert it is, most people watch from the top of this hill. Some put down a blanket, or
fold-up chairs.
(For the most part: Old people. Tourists. The tame.)
And there are trees on that side, too. They’re tall and round. Their roots stick out
at the base of these trees, and some people – the ones who do not tend to bring fold-up
chairs – sit there. It’s a good spot. You can lean your back against the trunk, knees pulled
up to your chin. Sure, some ants might crawl across your legs, up your arms. And sure,
sometimes sap seeps through the bark and sticks to your shirt but if you can stand that
alright then it sure is a good spot to watch a show.
Good place to smoke a joint, too.
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In the basin of this small valley there are picnic tables. Other people might watch
from there. These tables are a good spot no matter who you are. Doesn’t matter who’s
playing.
(Good place to smoke a joint, too.)
But there is a spot better than each of these.
These are good – but there’s somewhere better.
II
Henry’s the kind of kid who does not swear often, and never when his parents are
around.
He does not watch TV past 8 at night and until then, too, only programs that are also
instructive: an animal show on TVO. The news.
Henry does not eat dinner, only supper, does not leave the table without saying
Thank you, Mom, and Thank you, Dad, supper was scrumptious! May I be excused?
Henry does not disobey his parents, does not ever want to. But – if he is being honest
with himself – sometimes, Henry does not not want to.
Sometimes, with some things, they mean just about the same.
Henry is their one and only, and he feels it: he is their One, their Only, his parents
two fragile forms too fragile. Met late, both quite a bit older, and though they were
cautious with their bills and their bodies, did not do drugs except for the back pain pills
and the ones prescribed for their blood pressure, did not drink more than a single glass of
wine with supper (did not, after all, do drugs) they had lost 3 babies in the womb, babies
barely but they called them so always, and when the topic arose so too, inevitably, did
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tears, until – at long last – cells collided and divided and stuck and a baby grew like an
idea, and he was to be named, just like his grandfather, Henry Ross.
Though eventually he’d be called something else, too.
III
You may not know this, but in recent years Niagara’s become a popular place for
people to move when they retire, or at the very least: semi-retire. Especially in the Old
Town – near Queen Street, Simcoe Park. Beautiful old homes, been around hundreds of
years, but nowadays they’re mostly just lived in by well-off out-of-towners – from
Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, and so on and so on & etc. The kind of people who overtend
their gardens in the summer, so that it almost feels like they’re part of a movie set.
It has in other words become a popular place for people like Henry’s parents.
So they begin checking real estate listings, hoping to leave their hometown of
Belleville, head west down the 401 to Niagara, buy and run a B&B, a fancy-ish,
expensive one – no smoking, serves the coffee in cups made of china, French toast and
blueberries in the morning.
But there’s one thing they worry about: their Henry’s been at Belleville District
Secondary for almost all of grade 9 now. What would it do to him if they ripped him out,
moved him 500 kilometers away, make him have to start all over?
There’s something they don’t realize. See, Henry may listen and nod while his
father tells a suppertime story about something innocuous that happened that day at the
firm. And Henry may laugh along, may even offer a witty remark when his mother tells
them something harmless from her day spent at the library. Henry may smile, he may
state agreement, he may even speak.
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But he’s not ever really saying anything to them.
And he’s not ever really saying anything to the guys he hangs around with at
BDS, either. They’re not exactly even his friends – their bonds seem mostly formed
through process of elimination; they hang with one another only cause nobody else seems
eager to. They have all been cast in the lowest tiers of their classroom’s mainstream
hierarchy, however arbitrarily, and this is their only real commonality. Henry has always
suspected an unspoken shared acceptance that if their lives should separate – if their paths
should diverge in a wood – they will keep in touch only immediately after if at all, and
then it will be to arrange return exchanges of things they had lent out to each other, or
borrowed.
When his parents tell Henry they’re thinking the family should move to a tiny
town called Niagara, Henry has only one response.
When?
IV
On the morning of his first day at Niagara High, Henry stands at his bus stop at
7:05, though his school bus is not set to arrive for another 35 minutes.
He left his house at 7:00.
Let’s be clear: Henry knows the walk from his doorstep to the stop is only three
blocks. He’s only been in Niagara a few days yet already he knows that all he’s got to do
is head right out his driveway, past the corner of Prideaux and Regent and onwards away
from the lake until he hits Queen Street. There, kittycorner from Stewart’s ice cream
shop, he is to wait for the Niagara High school bus, which arrives at 7:40. He knows the
distance and the time it will take.
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But Henry is never late.
Henry goes early.
Just in case.
So Henry’s sitting there on a bench, and he’s got to sit there for over half an hour.
He constantly, compulsively checks his watch and then doublechecks by reading the face
of the clock in the cenotaph just up the street. He checks his belt then checks, too, to
make sure his shirt is still tucked in.
Many minutes pass.
Suddenly, from somewhere in the early-morning fog: whistling. Henry’s startled.
This hour there’s nobody else around, and he wonders if maybe it could be a ghost, when
out of the fog a figure appears. It’s wearing a poncho, dirty blonde hair hanging to
shoulders under a wool winter cap. Sandaled feet. A stoner Jesus.
The figure sees Henry and his whistling stops, with a screech, like a needle being
yanked off a spinning record.
“Who the fuck are you!”
Henry’s squirming, helplessly, looks like someone who’s sure they’re about to be
mugged.
The figure squints.
“Are you a fucking new kid?”
Henry nods.
The figure grins.
“Goddamn, man – alright! A new kid! Waiting at this stop all by myself, three
whole years, and finally, last hurrah, outta the blue: a bus buddy! Goddamn!”
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He plops down beside Henry on the bench, and his height, his age and the
scraggly hairs on his chin make Henry feel so small he could get scrunched up and
stuffed inside a backpack like a hoodie.
“Name’s Graham,” he says. “Like the cracker. Though I’m more cracka than
cracker, know what I’m saying?” Grins at Henry. “But call me Morley. Everybody calls
me Morley. Who’re you?”
“He – Henry,” he stammers.
“Henry…Henry…Henry what?”
“Henry Ross.”
“Henry Ross…Henry…Ross! There it is, man! Ross the Boss!”
“What’s Ross the Boss?”
“You’re Ross the Boss!” Morley puts his hand on Henry’s shoulder, severely
solemn. “Man – everyone’s gotta have a nickname. I’m: Morley! And now you: you’re
Ross the Boss!”
Morley leans back and smiles. “Nice to meetcha, Ross the Boss,” he says, hands
plundering under his poncho and through his front and back pant pockets, till he pulls out
a Ziploc baggy and a small glass pipe, polka-dotted orange like a Gaudi gecko. From
inside the bag he pulls a few pinches of crushed green crumbs, packs the pipe and passes
it to Henry.
“Cheeba?”
Henry’s face: puzzled.
“What’s cheeba?”
“Cheeba, man. Ganja.”
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Henry stares back blankly.
“Dope, man. Pot. Weed. Marijuana!”
Eyes widen as Henry recoils, as though Morley’s just pulled out a loaded gun, or
a rattlesnake.
“Eh, man. Don’t worry.” Morley pulls out a lighter, sparks it and hits the bowl.
“Just cheeba,” he says, the smoke still being held inside him. When he cannot inhale any
longer he lets the smoke out at last. Henry turns his collar, tries not to breathe.
Morley smiles, wide. “You sure ain’t from around here.”
Henry swallows hard.
“Where’dja come from, anyways?”
“Be – Belleville.”
“Belleville? Damn. The fuck is Belleville?”
“Um – well. It’s east of T–”
“East? You’re from the Maritimes? I bet they got some good stuff in the
Maritimes. Fucking sea salt and vinegar cheeba! Some real Ms. Vicky shit!”
Blank stares from Henry as Morley takes another hit.
“Don’t matter what it was like where you were,” he says, exhaling. “You’re here
now. And round here? Life ain’t nuthin but booty and cheeba!”
“Booty?”
“Booty.”
“You don’t mean like a pirate.”
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“Like a pirate? Like a pirate!” Morley tilts his head back, laughs. Puts his arm
round Henry’s shoulders. “You’re a good kid, kid. Green as a fucking veggie garden, but
I dig you. I dig you.”
Finally, the bus pulls up, doors flap open outwards. Morley bounds up the steps,
arms raised above his head like Rocky.
“We gotta fucking new kid!”
V
It is, of course, Morley who tells Henry about Peace In The Park.
He tells him, as you might figure, while they are waiting for the bus, though they
are not waiting for the bus to school but for the bus that takes them home, and they are
not at the bus stop but in the back of Jason – Jay, Baty – Bates’ van.
The van is no VW but Jay wishes it was and swears someday it will be, swears
someday he will buy one but until then he’ll make do with what he’s got, and what he’s
got is a 95 white Dodge Caravan. It’s not exactly his but his parents, and he’s the son of a
farmer who drives a beater of a truck for the summer; come wintertime his old man will
take the keys back from his son and Jason will have to ride the bus again, but until
harvest season’s over it’s his van, at least enough so that everyone at NHS calls it Baty’s
van, and they know of course that it is not really totally actually his but because hardly
anybody at NHS has their own car they’ve convinced themselves it is really totally Baty’s
van.
Because they really totally want it to be.
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There’s a good fifteen minutes between the ringing of the school day’s final bell
and the revving of the bus engines. Most days, Morley and Jay sit on the van’s bumper,
back hatch open, legs dangling.
One day, Henry sits between them.
Most the time, the day’s last bell rings, and Henry’s gone – packs up and then
pulls on his backpack, panicked and frantic, the way teenage lovers, their curious bodies
entangled in a basement, separate and straighten themselves, fix their clothes when
parents come home earlier than expected. Might mutter some goodbye to the kids with
lockers beside his, who might mutter some goodbye back (but might not) then rushes
straight from his locker to the bus.
He is always the first one on, sometimes even before the driver.
But, one day, as Henry’s rushing out the door, he bumps into Morley. Morley’s
got a roll of tape in his mouth, sticking a flyer to the windowpane. The flyer shows a tiedyed peace sign. At the bottom, cloud-shaped letters like plumes of smoke: PEACE IN
THE PARK – THIS FRIDAY!!!!!
Morley steps back and admires the flyer’s placement like a painter after placing
the final brushstroke as Henry crashes into him.
“Eh! Ross the Boss, eh – hold up! Hold up, man, I need a favour!”
With reluctance, Henry turns.
“Come with me, dude,” Morley says, exits the school and starts heading across
the parking lot, away from the buses. Henry follows, but keeps looking back, checking
over his shoulder.
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“Hey – Morley. We…we gotta catch the bus, don’t we? I mean, shouldn’t we
head for the –”
“Don’tcha worry, Boss. We’ll catch it.”
They walk across the lot to the van, where Baty’s on the bumper, rolling a sloppy
joint. Looks up at Henry.
“Who the fuck are you?”
“I – well – I’m Henry,” he begins, but Morley wraps his arms around Henry’s
shoulders, says, “Nah, man – this is Ross the Boss. My bus buddy!”
Baty beams in recognition.
“No shit! The new kid! Siddown!”
Baty shuffles over on the bumper, makes space. Continues rolling the joint as
Henry sits beside him with his back very straight.
“Relax, kid,” Baty says. “Fuck. Look like you’re sitting in a church pew.”
Morley heads to the side of the van, slides the door open, rifles around. Returns
with his arms behind his back.
“You’re a solid dude, right?”
Henry looks around, unaware Morley is talking to him.
“Solid dudes do solid things, right?”
Henry shrugs.
Morley shoves a stack of flyers into his lap.
“Do us a solid, dude. Help us spread the word.”
Henry lifts and reads a flyer.
“About…‘Peace In The Park’...?”
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“About the best fucking night of yer life,” says Baty. He licks the end of the
rolling paper, pulls it round tight, joint fully prepared. Holds it vertically upright,
admiring his handiwork.
“Best fucking night of yer life till next year’s that is,” adds Morley, plops down
beside Henry. “Whaddya say? Think you can stick these up round town?”
Again: Henry shrugs.
“You really are a frigging Boss, Ross! Way to be! Baty – fuck, man. You gonna
smoke that joint or jerk off to it?”
“Come on, man, art deserves recognition.”
“Art? Lookit that thing. Like you rolled it with mitts on! We gotta get Peaches to
teach us her ways, man.”
“Hey, I’m practicing. Appreciate the process.”
“Yeah, well, I’ll appreciate it once I’m stoned as a…as a squirrel.”
“Stoned as a squirrel? That doesn’t even make sense, you fucking dummy.”
“Hey, Morley –” Henry interrupts, checks his watch, nervous. “Shouldn’t we head
for the bus?”
“We will, man. Soon as Baty lights this fucking thing.”
“Say please.”
“Fuck off.”
“Say please, cocksucker.”
“Please cocksucker!”
“Thank you.”
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Baty smiles sarcastically as he pulls out a Zippo, lights the joint. Takes a deep
drag, passes it to Henry. Henry, wide-eyed and fearful, holds the joint minimally and far
out in front of him like he’s holding a dead mouse by the tail, practically flicks it at
Morley.
“Not down for cheeba…?” Baty asks, with skepticism, makes a face like an
Italian grandmother’s after being told No, Nonna, please, I’m not hungry, don’t make
lunch.
Henry shakes his head.
“But…but…but life ain’t nuthin but –” Baty looks over at Morley; together, they
scream: “BOOTY AND CHEEBA!” Baty leaps up to his feet, snaps his fingers, waves
his arms, dances, meanwhile Morley, he’s holding the joint, starts beatboxing.
“Wave your booty in the air/So we can jump on it” sings Baty. “Tapping that ass
and baby –” He freezes, mid-line, so does Morley; they look at each other and, as one,
shout “SMOKING THAT CHRONIC!” Then, each resumes his role: Morley’s spitting the
beat, Baty’s snapping, dancing, singing, “If ya don’t get down, Sugar please, a-we don’t
need ya – cause life ain’t nuthin but –” Both again lock eyes, scream “BOOTY AND
CHEEBA!” and then begin hysterically laughing.
Henry watches, confused.
Asks, “That a popular song or something?” and both Baty and Morley grab at
their hearts like they’ve been stabbed.
“Is that a popular song,” Baty spits, not in disgust but in pity.
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“It’s a fucking Niagara anthem!” says Morley. “Matinee Slim & the Ultralight
Orchestra – man, that name might not mean much where you came from, but lemme tell
you: they’re kings out here. Kings, man.”
“See for yourself on Friday,” Baty says, points to a flyer.
Henry looks down at the flyer he’s holding.
“So…Peace In the Park…it’s…a concert…?”
“More than a concert,” says Baty, exhales a hit.
“It’s a…it’s a…it’s a celebration of life,” adds Morley, grabs the joint. “It’s a
beautiful gathering of beautiful people dancing beautifully and singing beautifully and
grooving beautifully in a beautiful, beautiful place.”
“It’s Woodstock,” offers Baty.
“It’s better than Woodstock,” Morley says, and one of Baty’s eyebrows, thick as
Groucho’s, or Eugene Levy’s, rises in suspicion, as though his friend has just claimed to
like disco.
“It’s true,” Morley continues. “Peace In The Park is ours, man. It’s ours.” He
rises from the bumper, spreads his arms, spins. “Take a look around, fellas. What’s this
town got for us?”
“Nuthin!”
“Nuthin. Exactly.” He stabs at the air with the burning joint, emphasizing
syllables, looks like a dart thrower taking aim at a bullseye. “Nuthin here for us. Maybe
once there was, but not now, that’s for sure. Not now. Got plenty of wineries. Got fancy
wineries and fancy shops and fancy old people in their fancy condos – but nuthin for us.
Nuh-uh. Soon they’re gonna take Niagara High, too. Turn this town into Disneyland.”
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“They won’t!”
“Bullshit they won’t! Eh, Ross the Boss – how many kids you think went here in
the 60s?”
Henry raises his hands, uncertain.
“Six…hundred?”
“Hah. ‘Six hundred.’ More like sixteen hundred. And now? Today?”
“I’m…I dunno. Still six hundred?”
“Not even! Five twenty. Five twenty-two!”
“Five twenty-three, now he’s here,” Baty adds.
“Five twenty-three. Five fucking twenty-three. We’re shrinking, man. The
school’s shrinking and our souls are shrinking.”
“My soul’s shrunken as a raisin.”
“Shrunken as a raisin and shrinking. And that’s why we need Peace In The Park.
Keeps our souls juicy. Like a big fat fucking grape.”
“A big fat fucking grape they wish they could make a nice bottle of Merlot out
of.”
“A big fat fucking grape of a soul and they ain’t getting anywhere near it. That’s
what’s so great about Peace In The Park. It’s ours. It’s for us.”
“It’s all we got. Booty and cheeba!”
“Booty and fucking cheeba! Matinee knows.”
“Course they do – they’re one of us!”
“Damn right they are. They met here, Ross. They met here. At NHS.”
“Ms. Montague’s class!”
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“That’s, like, some destiny shit, man. That doesn’t just happen. That shit’s written
in the stars.”
“If they make it big, people are gonna come here, yknow. Pay their respects n
shit. Like Elvis’s high school.”
“When they make it big.”
“They that good?” asks Henry.
“Oh, fuck,” from Morley. “They got it. I know it. Don’t they got it, man? They got
it.”
“You just wanna suck Penner’s dick,” Baty shoots back.
“Ah, fuck you! Listen, Ross: Baty here’s always been jealous cause in grade 9, I
got to share a locker with Penner McKay. Got to pick his brain every single day, and
fuck, Ross – what a guy. So fucking wise. Seriously! Gave me the best advice I’ve ever
heard, ever. Never forget it. Last day of the year – I’m in grade 9 when he’s in grade 12,
see, so it’s his last day here, ever! – we smoke a nice fat bowl out in the courtyard.
Celebrate, you know? And I go to him, I say, ‘Penner, what’ve you got to show for it
all?’ You know? He’s so fucking wise, man. I go, ‘Penner, what’ve you got to show for it
all?’ And I’ll never forget it – he pauses, right. Looks down – just for a sec! – looks back
up at me. Takes his hand, puts it on my shoulder, stares me straight in the eye. He goes –
get this – he goes: ‘When I started here, I used to play the drums like I’d whipped out my
dick, and put my dick on my drumkit. But now – now? – I keep it in my pants, and I play
the fucking drums, man.’ Isn’t that some Plato shit or what?”
Once again: Henry shrugs.
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“Wisest shit I ever heard, that’s for sure. Guy’s like a goddamn professor. Hearing
him talk bout the bandshell, man – I get fucking shivers. You should hear the way he
talks about the view from behind a drumkit. Says the bandshell frames the scene like a
fucking Tricia Romance painting, and what a view. What a view.”
“We’ll see if it’s the best view or not,” Baty says, winking at Morley, a secret
shared, Morley saying “Fucking right” as they high-five each other.
Henry sits, watches, confused.
“Maybe you’ll even get to see, Ross the Boss,” suggests Baty, and the notion
makes Morley snap his fingers, point like the Fonz at Henry, but then his eyes widen, a
grin spreads, he points instead across the parking lot.
“Oh, shit!” he says. “The bus!”
Henry checks his watch, looks up at Morley, across to Baty, back to Morley.
Grabs his backpack and starts sprinting in the wrong direction. Morley calls out, “Ross
the Boss: this way!” The two run across the lot, in-between parked cars and straggling
students, towards the caravan of yellow buses pulling out and onto East-West Line.
“Wait! Wait!” Henry screams at them. Morley, taller and longer-legged, runs
ahead, laughing and laughing.
Henry watches the last bus leave the lot. He has never missed a bus before, is
never late for anything. He does not know how he will get home and how he will explain
to his parents why he missed it and why he listened to Morley and why he sat with them
and why he agreed to take the stupid flyers and why he –
The light at the intersection turns red. Henry’s bus stops.
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Morley gets to the idling bus first. He bangbangbangs on its side. The doors flap
open. Stands beside the door, his arm outstretched politely like a concierge at one of the
rich hotels on Queen St. Henry arrives moments later, panting and pissed. Morley smiles.
“Told ya we’d make it,” he says.
***
As they exit the bus at their stop Morley tosses Henry a roll of tape.
“What’s this for?” Henry speaking for the first time since leaving the school lot.
“Whaddya mean what’s it for. We gotta put the flyers up.”
“Now?”
“Yes, now. We have to spread the word!”
“Come on.”
“Come on what. It’ll take five minutes!”
“Itwillnottakefivemin–”
“Ten minutes. It’ll take ten minutes. You take this side of the street, I’ll take that
side. Finish in nine and I’ll never ask you to do anything for me again.”
Together, they scatter flyers up and down both sides of the street: in storefront
windows and on benches and on the bulletin board outside the post office. Henry checks
his watch when they finish, notices it’s been twelve minutes. Says nothing.
Just before they part, for the evening, Morley says, “Thanks, man,” and Henry
just nods a bit, enough to acknowledge he’s heard Morley but offering nothing more.
Begins heading his way, back turned. Morley calls out.
“I told you we’d make the bus and we did.”
It’s not not true.
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VI
By the time Henry gets home from school the next day he knows there is no way
he is going to Peace In The Park.
Now, to be precise: this does not happen before he gets home. Before Henry gets
home, he’s feeling fine – so fine, in fact, that he’s got a bit of a smile, and is even, as he
walks away from the bus stop and up his driveway, humming a tune, humming without
realizing the song or where he’s heard it but if he had realized perhaps he would not only
hum but would sing: “Life ain’t nuthin but…”
Everything shatters when he gets home and learns that Mrs. Macgregor is over.
A little something about Mrs. Macgregor: Like Henry’s parents, Mrs. Macgregor
and her husband – both as round as meatballs – moved to Niagara to retire, moved into
the house right next door to the one later chosen by the Rosses, though Mrs. Macgregor
seems to stay busier in her “retirement” than ever: her photograph often features in the
newspaper, as she’s become head of the Catholic Women’s League; she somehow
manages to win at least one turkey at every Thanksgiving and Christmas Raffle she
attends; most recently, she’d announced herself as leader of a neighbourhood watch team
(she is the only member).
Which is all to say Mrs. Macgregor is a total fucking drag.
What annoys Henry the most about his neighbor is not her seeming omnipresence
(though Henry has begun to notice that she is always staring out at him from her front
window, a small-town Big Brother); nor is it her paranoid, conspiratorial dirt on the
others living on the block (though Henry has begun to notice, too, how eagerly his
parents accept her gospel as Truth).
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What annoys Henry the most about Mrs. Macgregor is her goddamn dog.
See, Mrs. Macgregor’s got this little Boston terrier, Sandy. And it’s bad enough
that every time she comes over, she brings Sandy too, and makes Henry toss the dog
Goldfish crackers – makes him toss them all, one at a time, whole handfuls, and never
lets him finish till each one is gone – calls this “Sandy’s special trick” as though it’s at all
impressive. But what’s worse is how the dog barks at Henry, him in particular and him
alone – when he passes their yard or grabs the mail or even when the dog merely senses
him speaking, Sandy unleashes shrill yelps, so high and grating Henry questions whether
the dog can even hear itself.
No wonder, then, that when Henry gets home, walks through the front door to see
Mrs. Macgregor’s sitting in the living room armchair, chatting away with his parents, his
smile fades. No wonder he stops humming.
“Hiya, son! How was your day at the salt mines?”
“Good.” Henry says it quietly, yet Sandy’s relentless yapping begins. Mrs.
Macgregor coos at the dog, kisses it on the lips.
“She never barks this way for anyone!” Mrs. Macgregor says, reaching into her
purse. “Perhaps you want to do her special trick?”
“I should…study.”
“Oh, well – you mean they actually do study at that school?”
Henry, not sure how to respond, says nothing.
Sandy barks.
“So, Henry, dear,” his mother breaks the lull. “Are you making any new
friends…?”
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Henry has never mentioned anyone from school to his parents. He thinks about
the day before, sitting on the bumper of Baty’s van with Morley and Jay.
“I might’ve, actually.”
“Sure hope they’re good kids,” Mrs. Macgregor pipes in. She’s holding Sandy
now over her shoulder, patting its back, like a mother burping a just-fed baby. “Not like
most of the hooligans they got there.”
“Hooligans?” his father asks.
“The whole lot of em are! You see the signs up around town? You see what
they’ve got going on this Friday?”
Henry’s parents look at each other, shake their heads.
Henry shifts nervously.
“It is just horrendous,” begins Mrs. Macgregor. “Some sort of…hippie-dippie
rock festival. Terrible music. Terrible music. You should’ve seen the way my poor Sandy
was trembling last year. BOOM, BOOM, BOOM! go the bands. What a racket – it’s like
we’re held captive in our own home! And it’s all Niagara High kids who go,” she says,
matter-of-factly. “But you know the worst thing of all? They smoke marijuana!”
“Well, Henry wouldn’t have any interest in something like that anyways,” his
father says. “Would you, son?”
All look at Henry, waiting for a response. Even Sandy.
“Would you?” his mother demands, after Henry fails to answer.
“Would you?” Mrs. Macgregor echoes.
(Sandy barks.)
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Henry looks down at his feet, back up at them. Recognizes immediately that the
situation is a checkmate, does his best to force a smile.
“Of course not,” he says.
VII
Next day, at the bus stop, Morley greets Henry with a grin.
“TWO MORE SLEEPS!” he cries out.
Henry remembers the previous night’s conversation.
“Can’t wait,” he responds, but barely, and the next day, too, Henry fakes
enthusiasm, tries to muster the courage to tell Morley he’s not going but cannot bring
himself to do it.
On Friday after school, though, at last, he is forced to.
“You got company tonight,” Morley says.
“Whaddya mean?”
“I told Peaches you’d walk to the park with her.”
“Peaches? Peaches who?”
“‘Peaches who.’ Peaches Clarke! You haven’t met Peaches? She rolls the best
joints I ever smoked – they’re fat as a fucking Sharpie. Dunno how she does it. Man, you
gotta know Peaches!”
Henry has heard of Peaches. Peaches is Dahli Clarke, but nobody calls her that,
nobody calls her by her real name. Not after Travis Kazynski – Trav, Kaz, the King –
sang her some Steve Miller, said he really loved her peaches can he shake her tree, cause
Dahli Clarke has the biggest tits in the whole school, and since Kaz the King called her
Peaches the name stuck. (It has to if Kaz the King gives it.)
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“Why would Peaches walk with me? Peaches doesn’t live anywhere near here!”
“You’re right,” Morley grins. “But her grandma does. Right next door to me. And
Grandma’s gonna be snoozing by 8:30. So Peaches is staying at granny’s tonight – she
can get as wild as she wants, stay out as late as she likes. Smart girl.”
“Well why’s she gotta walk with me? Why can’t she walk alone?”
“Walk alone? Who the fuck would walk alone? She doesn’t want to walk with
you. She wants to walk with anyone. She asked me, but I gotta go early and set up. Told
her you’re going, she gave me her number, said give it to you to call her and let her know
what time.”
“I’m not calling her.”
“She’s gotta know what time.”
“Morley, I am not calling her.”
“Man, what’s the big deal? You’re not courting her to the fucking prom. Call
her!”
“I can’t.”
“You can’t? You don’t have a phone? You a fucking Mennonite?”
“I cannot call her,” Henry says, stepping slowly away from the bus stop bench,
stepping and then turning like a Wild West cowboy during a pistols-at-dawn. “Because I
am not going to Peace In The Park!”
“You’re not going…?”
Henry crosses his arms, sighs. With quiet anger, says, “No. I am not going.”
Morley’s shoulders slump with disappointment, almost as if Henry’s just told him
the whole event is canceled altogether.
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“But…Man…it’s Peace In The Park. You gotta go.”
“I…know…what…it…is…” Henry says, eyes closed and breathing heavy
between each word. “But I cannot go because MY FUCKING NEIGHBOUR TOLD MY
FUCKING PARENTS AND THEY WILL NOT FUCKING LET ME!”
Morley’s eyes go wide. He has never heard Henry swear. (Henry does not swear
often.) It sounds improper – though there is no reason for it to it feels somehow innately
wrong, like hearing a senior citizen talk about blow jobs.
“They won’t let you?”
“No. I can’t go, because Mrs. Macgregor said, it’s an awful rock show,
horrendous, and boom-boom-boom and Sandy’s shaking and they’re held captive by all
the hooligans smoking marijuana and –”
“Booty and cheeba!” Morley interrupts proudly.
“–my dad said I wouldn’t want to go to that, would I, and my mom said I
wouldn’t want to go to that, would I, and he’s staring at me and she’s staring at me and
Mrs. Macgregor’s staring at me and the dog is barking at me and what was I supposed to
say but no, no I wouldn’t want to go to that but I do, I do want to but now I can’t –”
“Man: bowling.”
“–because of Mrs. Macgregor and her stupid dog and I hate that dog, Morley, I
hate that dog so much and I want it to be held captive, boom-boom-boom alright, I’ll
show her some boom-boom-boom and then let’s see how she trembles! Let’s see her
tremble and let’s see her –”
“MAN!”
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Henry stops his rant. Morley holds his hands out, dumbfounded; how can Henry
not see the solution, so obvious, so apparent?
“Bowling,” he says again. “Tell em you’re going bowling. It works every time, I
swear to you. Parents love that shit. Sincerely! What do they gotta worry about if their
little baby boy is going bowling? Fuck, my parents think I play in a league.”
“Bowling,” Henry mulls it over. “Bowling…But there’s nowhere to bowl here!”
“Say you’re getting a ride to the city.”
“With who?”
“I dunno, fuck. With me.”
“And when no vehicle pulls into the driveway – say I’m riding in an invisible
car?”
“Come to the bus stop. Say you’re getting picked up there.”
“They’ll never buy it.”
“It’ll work, man.”
“It won’t work! You don’t know my parents.” Henry’s mother and father would
never let him get a ride with someone they haven’t met before. Would probably want to
see their license and registration, too.
“Listen to me: it is Peace. In. The. Park.”
Henry ignores him. Grabs his backpack off the bench, stares off down Queen
Street.
“We’re all going, man,” Morley adds.
“I know,” Henry says, refusing to look at Morley. “I know.”
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VIII
Henry stares up at his bedroom ceiling. He can tell by the dying light it is nearly
dark, and part of him thinks he ought to just go to sleep now, but he knows he won’t be
able to. He’s too angry: at his neighbor and her dog, and at his parents, but mostly, at
himself, for being too timid, too weak, too cowardly to do something, to get himself to
Peace In The Park.
We’re all going, Morley had said.
But Henry’s not, so instead he stares up at his ceiling, resigns himself to a night (a
lifetime) of boredom and exclusion. Tries not to dwell on what he might be missing out
on but then decides that such dwelling is exactly what he deserves – he should be
reminded of what he could’ve had, what he could’ve done. He should make himself
suffer.
When the doorbell rings, Henry does not bother to move, figures it must be Mrs.
Macgregor.
Henry hears a girl’s voice.
Most certainly not Mrs. Macgregor’s.
“Hi there!” the voice says cheerfully. “You must be Mrs. Ross. It’s so nice to
meet you. I’m Dahli Clarke.”
Henry tiptoes to his bedroom door, lurking just inside the frame, heart beating like
a bass drum. (BOOM-BOOM-BOOM!) He can hear them talking in the front entrance,
but not what they are saying.
“Henry, dear,” his mother calls at last. “Could you come here?”
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Inside his bedroom, Henry sinks to the floor. Somehow, despite shaking knees, he
manages to rise and walk towards the front room.
His father is in the foyer now, too, an arm around Henry’s mother.
Both are smiling.
“This lovely young lady came for you,” his mother says, proudly. “She wants to
know if you’d like to go bowling!”
“Hey, Henry!” Dahli exclaims. Her brown hair is tied back in a ponytail, and
she’s wearing a Niagara High hoodie. Her hands are folded behind her back as she smiles
politely, looking pleasant, plain – like a farmer’s daughter, or a future librarian.
“A bunch of us are going bowling tonight. I didn’t have your number or I’d have
called, but I didn’t want you to be left out, so I thought I’d come get you myself.” Flashes
a smile at him, and then his parents.
They smile up at him, too.
“Doesn’t that sound wonderful?” his mother asks. “And they’re all meeting up at
her grandma’s, just down the street, but she thought maybe you’d keep her company
while she waits – you wouldn’t mind that, would you, dear?”
Henry looks at his parents. Looks at Dahli. Back at his parents. Back at Dahli.
“Would you like that, son? Would you like to go bowling?” His dad asks, tone
gentle but prodding: a hint that he should go, son, he really should go.
Henry looks at his parents, at Dahli. Parents. Dahli.
“Yes. I would like to. I would like to go bowling.”
Parents grin wide, squeeze one another slightly. No girl has ever come to the door
before – certainly none as sweet and as kind as this.
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“Oh, how wonderful!” His mother grabs Henry’s cheek, gives it a tug. “You kids
go have fun!”
Henry can only nod.
Outside the house, Dahli (Peaches) Clarke turns to face Henry.
“Fuck, man,” she says. She takes out her ponytail, shakes her hair loose, then
takes off her hoodie to reveal a tie-dyed t-shirt. As she does, Henry notices a rose petal
fall from the sweater’s front pocket. “Do you ever owe me!”
IX
He is standing at the top of the Simcoe Park hill. Down the slope, bodies spread in
clusters: some sitting crosslegged on blankets knitted by their grandmothers, or on the
laps of their lovers, or on the laps of the person they’re calling their lover that night.
Many others wear tie-dyed t-shirts too, dyed themselves or else raided from their parents’
closet, a box in the attic. Henry starts to wonder if he’s been unwittingly tricked into time
travelling, looks back behind him to make sure he’s still in his hometown, still in Niagara
and hasn’t somehow slipped through a wormhole into some other universe far far away,
but he hasn’t, of course: he is there, and it is now.
Lining the right edge of the amphitheater bowl, along the cobblestone path that
runs through the park, someone has placed a series of paper bags, a lit candle in each one.
Left them under and beside the Victorianesque lampposts that typically light the way,
lampposts with fluorescent lightbulbs, fuzzy neon orbs like glow-in-the-dark crystal balls,
and they do glow in the dark, now, for the sun has fully sunk. Glow so brightly they cast
a sterile sanitized sheen, all-too-artificial, a Hollywood movie set filming a night scene
on a studio lot on a hot afternoon. Walk that path in the evening and you cannot see the
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stars, the way that when you stand on a football field during a late game you cannot see
the faces in the bleachers. But the candles in the bags offset this digital glow, somehow
counteract or maybe just distract, scatter warmth and shadows, make Henry feel like he’s
stepped into a photograph; he’s no longer filming a movie but is living in one.
Across the grassy bowl a band plays on the bandshell stage. In front, people sway,
dance, twirl while holding burning incense sticks, their heads bobbing – like their hearts
beat – on the two and four. Behind the bandshell, on the other side of the road, is a
cemetery, where four boys who’ve just started seventh grade crouch behind a tombstone,
French inhaling the sweet smoke of an incense stick in the hopes of getting high, and
soon they will giggle and convince themselves they are definitely feeling it.
Dahli notices Morley and Baty sitting at the base of a tree.
She heads for them. Henry does not move.
“Come on,” she says, turning back.
Henry shakes his head, reluctant, rigid. Dahli, no patience or sympathy (nor
should she), yanks him by the arm like a little sibling: “Come on!”
Morley and Baty, of course, are stoned, eyes closed, swaying to the song. Morley
opens his eyes a bit, glances at Dahli and Henry, closes them, then suddenly rises.
“Ross the Boss!” he screams, hugs Henry tight. “You made it! Having fun
bowling, eh?”
“Oh, yes,” says Dahli. “This kid better be thankful. Me and Henry are gonna have
a great time ‘bowling,’ aren’t we?”
“Henry? This guy ain’t Henry. This is Ross the fucking BOSS, man!” Tussles
Henry’s hair like a small child. “Come here, kid. Siddown on The Root!”
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He shuffles over, Henry takes a seat beside him. Beneath them, the roots of a
large maple tree sprawl like wooden tentacles.
“This is a magical tree, man. Smoked my first ever joint here. Speaking of joints –
” he says, turning to face Peaches. “Did you bring anything special for us?”
“Just wait till you see what I’ve got for us tonight.”
“Fuck yeah!” Morley says, high-fiving Dahli. “Guys, this is just about the best
seat in the house, ain’t it?” He looks proudly towards the stage, hands behind his head.
“Ain’t the best, though” chimes in Baty. Grins suspiciously. Morley’s eyebrows
raise.
“Think it’s time…?” Dahli asks.
“Oh, it’s time,” Baty answers, hopping to his feet. Him and Morley and Dahli
start to walk off, side-by-side, like they’re headed down the Yellow Brick Road, but turn
when Henry does not follow.
“The fuck is he doing?” says Dahli.
“Aren’t you coming?” asks Morley.
“Coming where?”
“To the best fucking place to watch the show!” Baty responds, hopping and then
scampering off across the grass as the others follow.
After a moment, Henry does, too.
“Wait right here,” Baty sternly instructs them as they gather behind the bandshell,
before running off into the darkness.
“What’s he doing?” Henry asks, but Morley and Dahli only look at one another,
smirk at some shared secret.
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Henry turns his back to the street, looks up at the back of the bandshell, the
bottom edge of its sloped roof high above his head. Taps his foot, crosses his arms.
Suddenly, from out of the darkness, an engine revs.
The three turn as Baty’s van careens towards them, having somehow hopped the
concrete bumpers that line the edge of the park, nears and then pulls alongside the back
of the bandshell.
The roof of the van is nearly parallel with the bottom of the roof’s slope.
Baty hops out, arms spread wide, ta-daing like a magician having just cut his
assistant in half. Climbs up onto the hood of the van and stands up straight on its top.
Morley and Dahli follow, their Converse leaving dusty footprints on the windshield glass
as they do. With reluctance, Henry does, too. Once all four have gathered on top of the
vehicle Baty takes a running leap, off the van and across the gap, landing on the
bandshell’s shingled top. Dahli does the same, lands beside Baty.
Henry does not move.
“Ross the Boss,” Morley shouts. “Get the fuck up there!”
He shakes his head. Does not move.
So Morley grabs Henry under his armpits and lifts him. Sure, Henry squirms,
wiggles his arms and legs in resistance, but it is futile: Morley tosses Henry, picks him up
and tosses him onto the roof because it is simply what needs to be done at that moment,
picks him up and tosses him in the same way that Penner McKay just plays the fucking
drums, man.
Henry lands on the bandshell roof, and then Morley lands beside him.
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The three others, eyes wide, breathe heavy, feeling yanked at the ankles by a
current of rebellion and impulse, dizzy from a sudden shift in motion, the exhilaration of
fulfilling a deep desire they had not fully realized the extent to which they had it until
now that is has been achieved.
“Penner tipped us off on the van trick,” Morley says to Henry, proudly.
“You don’t wanna know the planning this took,” Baty adds, and though it only
actually required a few simple steps, the three of them feel what they’ve just pulled off is
as byzantine and bold as a bank heist.
Frantic and excited, Morley begins crawling up the incline towards the roof’s
peak.
“Wait!” Dahli cries. “Not! Yet!”
Morley pauses, looks back. Dahli shoos him over, and he slips slowly down the
shingled slope.
“Matinee’s gonna start in any minute,” she explains, hands reaching deep in the
pocket of her NHS hoodie. “And as soon as they start…we make it rain.”
Pulls her hands from her pocket in tight, closed fists. Opens them to reveal palms
full of rose petals.
“We make it rain fucking roses,” she adds.
“Peaches, my friend: you are a fucking genius,” Morley says, bows down in
exaggerated-but-sincere reverence. “Seriously. A real Alfred Einstein.”
“Damn right I am,” she replies. “Took em right from the garden of my grandma’s
bitchy neighbor.”
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Henry’s struck by the boldness of this claim, the cool shrug of her shoulders as
she makes it. Wonders if he’d ever have the balls to try something like that on Mrs.
Macgregor.
“This is gonna be so wicked,” Baty says, eyes bright. “This is gonna be so fucking
wicked.”
“You should hear Penner talk about up there,” Morley says, nodding towards the
peak. “All you see are the stars above you, park stretched out below. Stand up straight
and you can see the clock tower, glowing like the moon, and how good it looks, a-shining
through the trees. What a view, man. Can see beyond that, too. All the way out to the
Lines and Concessions and –”
Henry stops listening to Morley. He does not mean to. He’s actually been
enjoying listening to Morley, and he’s not sure if it’s destiny or fate or just good luck, but
for the first time he can remember, Henry’s got this sense that he is exactly when and
exactly where he is supposed to be. (He is definitely feeling it.)
Until something crashes into his consciousness. Bores into his head like a
migraine, and Henry stops listening to Morley.
Henry hears something else.
From somewhere in the park, a shrill yelp rises, high and grating. Pricks him like
a bee sting, gets louder, higher, faster.
Bent low, Henry scrambles madly up the slope of the roof. At the bandshell’s top
lip he carefully lifts his head over, hardly and just enough, the way a child who cannot
sleep tiptoes downstairs and peers onto its parents in the living room.
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There, on the cobblestone path leading through the park, stands Mrs. Macgregor,
squinting up at the stage, looking sickened.
In her arms, barking as usual whenever Henry is nearby, is Sandy.
Henry turns limp and lifeless. Flips onto his backside and slides like a seal to the
bottom of the roof, where the three others still crouch.
“I have to get down,” he says.
They all talk at once.
“The fuck happened to you?”
“Look like somebody shotcha!”
“Scared-a heights or something?”
“You do like somebody shotcha!”
“I have to get down,” he repeats.
“Man, I told you he’d be too chicken”
“I should’ve just let him stay home.”
“Come on, Ross. Thought you were Boss.”
“I am not scared,” Henry snaps. “I cannot go up there because Mrs. fucking
Macgregor is here, and so is her fucking dog, and she will fucking see me and tell my
fucking parents that I’m here and not fucking bowling and then I’ll be fucked. I. Will. Be.
Fucked.”
Just then, from beneath, the crowd roars, the way they do when a show’s about to
start. Snare shots crack, feedback screeches, a few preliminary strums as Matinee Slim
gets ready, gets set.
“Come on!” Dahli shouts, and the three of them start climbing eagerly for the top.
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Henry does not move.
Halfway up, Morley stops, turns. Cries back below.
“We’re all going, man.”
Henry does not move.
He’s sitting at the bottom of the slope, eyes closed, head titled back. Memories
flickering through his mind like a flipbook of all the other times he has sat at the bottom
of the bandshell roof, wanting to make it rain fucking roses but has not, does not, is not.
As he was earlier in the night, while staring up at his bedroom ceiling, Henry is so angry:
at his neighbor and her dog, and at his parents, but most of all, at himself. He starts to
whack his fist against his thigh, steady as a metronome. Henry is so angry.
Until, suddenly, he stops.
And he stands.
Henry stands up on the bandshell. There is no deliberation or great debate. Henry
stands, because it is simply what needs to be done at that moment.
(Just play the fucking drums, man.)
He walks up the shingled incline (yanked at the ankles, dizzy, exhilarated) till he
reaches Morley. Sticks his hand into the pocket of Dahli’s hoodie, grabs a pocketful of
petals. Before he can realize what he’s doing he’s done it: sticks his closed fist over the
edge, over Matinee Slim & the Ultralight Orchestra, over the crowd, over his classmates,
over their waving booties and cheeba clouds. Soon they will all sing that song, everyone
beside him and below, together, and this time Henry will not hum it but even he, too,
even Henry Ross will sing: Life ain’t nuthin but…
He opens his hand. He makes it rain fucking roses.
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Henry stands up straight. He sees the stars above, and they’re brighter than usual,
it seems. Simcoe Park stretches in front of him, and beyond that, he thinks he can see all
the way out to the Lines and Concessions. Down below, to the left, on the cobblestone
path lit by paperbagged candles, Mrs. Macgregor marches away, Sandy shaking in her
arms. She has seen Henry, surely, is probably headed straight to his parents.
Henry does not think about this, though.
Instead, he notices the clock tower, glowing like the moon. How good it looks, ashining through the trees.
He thinks: What a view, man.
X
Much later that night, Henry and Dahli walk home, side-by-side, staring at their
feet. They do not touch, but sometimes, as they recall all that has come to pass that
evening, she’ll give him a teasing shove.
Henry notices each time.
Outside his house, they stop.
“Thanks for coming ‘bowling’, Henry,” she says, and he looks up at her, smirks.
“Please,” he says. “Call me Ross the Boss.”
Dahli smiles, stands a little straighter, and Henry notices for the first time the way
her breasts lift a bit under her hoodie when she does, notices for the first time, too, the
pink bubblegum she’s been chewing all night, thinks maybe he even sees her bite her
bottom lip.
She says: “We should bowl again. Ross the Boss.”
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“We should,” he responds, and then, just within the frame of time before it
becomes too long a gap, too awkward, too forced, adds: “Peaches.”
Dahli bites her bottom lip. Henry sees it for certain.
Henry – Ross the Boss – turns. It’s a slow turn, reluctant, courteous. It says: Next
time, I will linger if you’ll let me.
Dahli – Peaches – knows it. She smiles.
Henry walks to his front door. Puts his hand on the knob, pauses. He does not
know what awaits him on the others side, but he suspects it will not be good. He is going
to be in trouble. He is going to be in big trouble.
Henry Ross has never been in trouble before.
But Henry had never seen the stars from the top of the bandshell, either, and now
he has. Henry has seen the stars, and the clock tower. He has made it rain fucking roses.
Henry has called her Peaches and she has called him Ross the Boss.
Henry has never been in trouble before, and soon he will be. He is not happy
about this. But he is not not happy, either.
And sometimes, with some things, they mean just about the same.
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“TWO BOYS”
For anyone who is brave enough to go into an abandoned house, even if only when there
isn’t anyone else around (and also: especially for those too scared to).
Two boys sit in a car parked out at the end of Queen Street. Nobody else is
around.
The first boy, the boy who is driving, wears a plaid jacket. The jacket is a
checkerboard, black and red, dark red, blood red, maroon. It has two pockets on its sides,
as most jackets do, but it also has two pockets in the front, with flaps and a button to keep
them shut. These pockets are useful: in them, he puts things he does not necessarily want
people to know he has on him, and if whatever he is holding is bulky he can ball his
hands into fists, shove them into the side pockets, hide the bulge.
He reaches into one of these pockets and he pulls out a pipe and some pot in a
baggy and a lighter.
Packs it.
Lights it.
The second boy, the boy in the passenger seat, is wearing only a hoodie. He bites
his bottom lip as he watches the first boy suck on the pipe long and hard, takes the whole
hit all at once and then tilts his head back, opens his mouth slightly and the smoke crawls
slowly towards the ceiling. The second boy cannot believe how much smoke comes out,
how the first boy can hold so much inside of him. He thinks it must sting or burn or hurt
but the boy does not seem bothered, does not cough.
The first boy lets the last of the smoke escape, turns to the second.
“Batter up.”
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The second boy takes the pipe into his hand, moves it around a bit, looks at it
from multiple angles, curious and detached. He has never held a pipe before, has never
really seen one up close, for real. He has seen a pipe before, of course, he knows what a
pipe looks like but he is holding one now in his hands and it is one thing to know what it
looks like but holding it is another thing altogether. It does not look like what he was
expecting though he cannot say in what way it is different: it somehow seems smaller
than he thought it would be, or bigger, maybe. Or somehow both.
“Man…how do I do it?”
“You light it and you breathe!” the first boy answers, packing the bowl with a
pinch of pot.
“Just a bit,” the second boy says. “To start.”
He raises the pipe to his lips. Flicks the Bic once, twice. Three times, four. Only
sparks.
“Can you help me?”
The first boy grabs the lighter. Flicks once and the flame rises, tall and straight.
Begins to bring the flame towards the bowl when a lone car drives past.
“Shit!” the second boy says, ducking down in his seat. “Did they see us?”
“I dunno – who cares.”
“What if it was a cop.”
“Who cares. They can’t see from there. Come on.”
“Man.”
“Come on.”
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The first boy flicks the lighter – again, only once – brings the flame back towards
the bowl, and it feels like slow motion, the second boy’s eyes widening and watching,
watching, watching as the flame nears, comes closer, until, at long last, finally it touches
and it lights: the bowl is lit and the second boy is breathing it in, he has breathed the
smoke in and he tries to hold it but it stings and burns and hurts and he cannot hold it so
he coughs. Starts coughing, hacking, gagging, opens the door and spits onto the pavement
– cannot help it, he has to.
“Ah, shut the door! You’re gonna let all the smoke out!”
The second boy pulls the door shut, says sorry, wipes his mouth with the back of
his hand. His eyes are watering. Coughs again, once, twice, doesn’t mean to, but does:
it’s a spasm, a twitch.
“It kinda hurt,” he says.
“That’s just cause it’s your first time. Have more.”
The first boy packs the bowl again.
“I think I wanna go slower,” the second boy says.
“Yeah, I know, I know,” the first boy answers. “We will.”
He flicks the lighter once. Again, the flame stands straight and tall. Slowly, he
brings the top of the flame towards the bowl.
“Wait, man,” the second boy interrupts.
The flame goes out.
“What?”
“Nobody can know about this.”
“They won’t. Just relax.”
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“Man. I’m serious,” the second boy says. “I just don’t want anyone to know.”
***
Once, when the boys are even younger, they sit in sleeping bags on the floor of
the basement of the first boy’s house.
“Quiet,” the first boy suddenly hisses. Rises from his sleeping bag and tiptoes to
the bottom of the stairs. Stands still, in his boxers, neck craning, a statue. Listens.
Does not hear anything. His parents sleep deeply, all the way upstairs.
“Okay,” he says. Tiptoes swiftly like a ballerina back to the sleeping bag, flicks
the lights out on the way. “Wait till you see this.”
Turns on the TV, types in a channel. For a moment the screen goes black,
switches between stations. Then it is back, and on screen is a girl on her back and her
back is arched. Between her legs is a guy, his face between her legs as he licks her and
bites her. Using his fingers, too, jabbing at her and rubbing fast, so fast. Spits and rubs
and she keeps moaning Oh, Oh, Oh, Oh while he’s rubbing, biting, licking.
The first boy looks at the second, smiles.
“That’s what it looks like?” the second boy asks.
“You never seen pussy before?”
The second boy says nothing.
Then:
“Man – what if your parents come down?”
“They won’t. Trust me. I watch this all the time. Nobody will know. Relax.” Puts
his hands behind his head, lies on his back like the girl onscreen.
The second boy does the same.
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Room’s entirely dark except for the television’s digital glow, but each boy is on
the edge of darkness, and each is unable to see the other unless he looks over, squints.
They’re on their backs on the floor of the basement looking up at the screen from
the darkness but the girl on the screen is not on her back any longer: she is on her knees
now, and she has the guy’s dick in her mouth, sucks slowly on the guy’s dick and it is
hard and throbbing and huge. She sucks it so so slowly, kisses it gently. The huge dick is
slick cause it’s covered in her spit and her hands slide up and down, her hands tight
around his dick and twisting and turning and sliding so slowly up and down, fast and
firm, and now his dick thrusts in and out of her mouth but she does not cough or hack or
gag. Somehow she can hold all of him inside her.
“Man,” says the first boy, from the darkness. “I want to feel that so bad.”
“Yeah, man,” says the second.
“Don’t look,” says the first boy. “I got the biggest boner.”
Now the second boy is aware of his own swelling, rush of blood between his legs,
beneath the sleeping bag, beyond the glow, in the darkness. The guy’s dick is hard,
throbbing, huge, the second boy thinks. It’s huge but she does not gag.
The first boy shuffles deeper into the dark.
“I can’t take it,” he says. “I gotta jerk off. You can too. Just don’t look. I can’t
take it, I gotta jerk off, but don’t look.”
Crawls into his sleeping and for a moment there is no noise but the sound of the
girl on the screen sucking (does not gag, does not cough) and the guy with the huge dick
saying Ooh, mm, yea, yea, mm.
From the darkness, the first boy starts moaning, too.
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Now the second boy grabs his own dick (hard, throbbing, huge), starts stroking,
jerks himself off but his eyes are closed, he has to close them, closes them so he cannot
peer over into the darkness.
***
“Do you feel it yet?” the first boy asks.
“I dunno, man,” the second says. “What’s it supposed to feel like?”
“Well, if you gotta ask, you probably don’t. You’d know if you did. You’re either
stoned or you aren’t.”
“I feel…in-between.”
“Do you want more?”
“Maybe – I guess so.” After, a pause, adds: “Man. I’m scared.”
“Scared-a what?”
“What if someone finds out. I can’t be a pothead. I can’t have that rep. My parents
would kill me.”
“Come on – you’re not a pothead if you smoke pot once.”
“What if I get…addicted? I’ll be a junkie. Forever. And what if I never go back to
how I was before –”
“Fine,” the first boy says. Opens the door and the overhead light shatters the
interior’s darkness. “Forget it.”
“Hold on,” the second boy says. Almost desperate. “Okay. I’ll have more. Give
me more.”
He does not cough.
***
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After the night in the basement the second boy stands in the shower, thinking
about the girl and about what she was doing to the guy. As he thinks about what he saw
he gets harder (hard, throbbing, huge).
He thinks, too, about the first boy moaning in the darkness.
And sometimes, as he gets harder and harder, he thinks that maybe he didn’t close
his eyes after all, and instead peered over into the darkness. Gets harder and harder
thinking that maybe instead he looked over, and when he looked over at the boy moaning
he would see him looking back.
***
“I gotta show you something,” the first boy says. They get out of the car.
It’s cold but will get much colder when winter comes, and the first boy has his
plaid jacket (he is cold but could be much colder). The second boy, though, is wearing
only his Niagara High hoodie, and wonders if the first boy might lend him his jacket if he
asked him to, let him wear it for the night or even just a little while, thinks he would look
good in it, too.
They walk down the slick street, over flat, wet leaves. Stare at the ground. Stare at
their feet.
“Something bout this season,” the second boy says. “Nothing’s dead. But
everything’s dying.”
“Ah, yep – you’re feeling it.”
“Seriously, man,” the second boy continues. “I can see why the Pilgrims or
whatever started Halloween. I dunno if it’s the moon or what, but this time of year’s got
something to it. Definitely. It’s like, it makes you wanna put on a mask for a night.”
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“Halloween was a week ago.”
“You know what I mean. Like, if we saw a ghost right now, I wouldn’t even be
surprised. At all. There’s something in the air. Totally. People start acting crazy. Member
what Jannea Allen did?”
“How many times you gonna bring that up?”
“Well, man: she grabbed my dick!”
“Tell me again: then what happened?”
“I wanna suck your dick,” the second boy slurs, in the best impersonation he can
manage of Jannea Allen. “Whispered it right in my ear, too! And she’s never like that.
Never. Cause it was this time of year, man.”
“You know, maybe a ghost possessed her.”
“Maybe, man.”
“And maybe if a ghost possessed you, you’dve had the balls to let her near ya!”
“Hey. You’re just jealous she told everyone how huge I felt.”
“Well, if people were gonna gossip about me, I’d at least hope it was true.”
“Ah, fuck off, you –”
“Wait,” the first boy says. Holds out his arm as if to block the other and for a
moment his hand rests on the second boy’s chest. They are standing at the end of a long,
dark driveway.
“We’re here,” he says.
***
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Other times, in the shower, the second boy starts thinking about the girl slowly
sucking the guy’s dick. “I want to feel that so bad,” the first boy had said from the
darkness, and now the second boy is frustrated because he wants to feel it so bad, too. So
he sits down on the floor of his bathtub, bends forward, and if he can bend forward far
enough that he can put his mouth on his dick he will suck it so so slowly, kiss it gently,
too, but he can’t reach it, of course. Instead, he grabs the long, thin bottle of shampoo and
holds it in front of his face, and now he is on his knees in the bathtub, eyes closed,
sucking on the shampoo bottle so so slowly (kissing it gently, too), his hands sliding
slowly up and down the bottle and twisting and turning, and his heart is beating hard and
fast as he thrusts it in and out of his mouth and at first he starts to gag but then he doesn’t
anymore, does not cough or hack or gag.
***
“Where are we?” the second boys asks. It is too dark to see what is in front of
them.
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“Come,” the first boy says. They walk down a long driveway, covered by a carpet
of pine needles, tall trees lining either side and ahead of them tall grass.
Through the tall grass: a boarded-up house, pieces of plywood nailed in place
over each of the windows and doors.
“Been trying to find a way in,” the first boy says. “For awhile. I think I finally
found one, but I don’t wanna go alone.”
“You want me to come in?”
“No, a fucking ghost! God. You must be feeling it.”
He heads through the tall grass, around back and up onto a rickety, rotten porch.
The second boy follows.
At the back door the first boy bends and tugs at the wooden board covering the
frame.
“Found some loose nails,” he says, yanks the bottom corner away from the
doorway so that there is enough space to squeeze in, pulls the plywood as far away from
the doorway as he can without snapping it. Feels the tension of the pulling plywood but
he holds steady, will not let the board crack so that there is no evidence of their
exploration.
“Get down on your knees,” he says to the second boy. “Crawl in.”
The second boy does, and then the first follows. Keeps the plywood propped open
with one hand as he shoves his way through the small opening, then lets the sheet of
wood flatten against the doorway behind him. No light is let in. It is very dark.
Both boys stand.
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On his ring of car-keys the first boy has a tiny flashlight, which he flicks on,
shines a dull glow around the room.
They are standing in an old kitchen, the air stale, still. Dust everywhere. The first
boy opens a cupboard: shelves stacked with dishes – bowls, plates, mugs – not used in a
long, long time.
“Wow,” he whispers, opens more cupboards, drawers. The refrigerator door.
“Lookit all this! There’s a whole life in here, and nobody knows anything about it!”
“I don’t like this, man,” the second boy says, but the first boy ignores him. He
steps out from behind the kitchen counter, heads down the hall.
“Wait!” the second boy hisses. The first boy has one hand out holding the
flashlight, the other in a fist in the pocket of his plaid jacket. The second boy grabs at this
arm, linking his own with it.
“I’m so scared,” he says.
“You’re just tripping out,” the first boy says, but does not pull the arm away, does
not remove or acknowledge it.
They walk, arm-in-arm, down the hall.
The first boy pushes gently on the first door on the left: a bathroom, sink stained
brown and yellow and amber. Swings open the mirror above the sink to reveal a cabinet,
shelves of toiletries, toothbrushes and Tylenol. He lifts a bottle of Tylenol and looks at it
under the light: it says BEST BEFORE 02/89.
“Fuck, man,” he says. “This stuff’s antique!”
“Man – I don’t know about this,” the second boy whispers, pulling himself closer
to the body of the first boy. “If something happened in here, nobody would know.”
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“What would happen?”
“What if we fell through the floor, break our necks – no one would even know.”
“That’s the fun part,” the first boy says. “Nobody knows we’re here.”
He leaves the bathroom. The second boy, clinging tightly, follows.
They continue down the hall, open the next door, on the right. Enter into what
must’ve been a bedroom. The first boy shines the light around, sees that on one wall
someone has spraypainted a tag.
“Hey,” he points, smirking. “If some guy sprays with a paint can and no one’s
around to see it, is it still graffiti?”
The boys leave the bedroom, head back down the hall. Turn a corner, see a
doorway, open it to find a set of old wooden stairs leading down into darkness. A draft
rises from the unfinished basement and the air is cold, damp, earthy like a grave.
“No way,” the first boy says, peering in.
The second boy pulls himself closer against the body of the first.
“We gotta see what’s down there!” the first boy whispers, steps onto the top step.
“Go slowly!” the second says, adding, “Please.” He stands directly behind the
first boy, puts his hands on his shoulders.
The first boy takes another step forward. Ahead of them is completely dark. They
do not know where they are going.
The second boy follows, steps down onto the same stair that the first boy is on, so
that now their bodies are pressed flat together. He puts his arms around the first boy’s
neck, pulls their bodies together tightly.
“I’m so scared,” the second boy says.
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“Me too,” the first whispers back. “Do you want to keep going?”
Their bodies are so close that the second boy can smell the first boy’s shampoo,
feel his heart beating hard and fast. He moves his face to the side of the first boy’s head
and their bare cheeks touch.
The first boy reaches up and grabs one of the second boy’s hands.
“No one knows we’re here,” he says.
“I know,” the second boy whispers. “I know.”
They stand on the same step, their bodies pressed flat together, cheek to cheek,
the second boy feeling the first boy’s heart beating hard and fast against the back of his
hand.
His own heart is beating hard and fast, too.
Suddenly, from someplace upstairs, something scurries. The sound shatters the
silence and the boys immediately separate, stand still. The something scurries again and
the boys scramble back up the stairs, down the hall, stumble through the darkness to the
door that they came through, shove their way past the plywood, through the tall grass,
down the long and dark tree-lined driveway till they are back out onto the street and
running so fast from the house, and the first boy is wondering what the fuck might’ve
made that noise but the second boy is not thinking about that at all, he is not thinking
about the noise because instead he keeps thinking about how the first boy’s heart was
beating so hard and fast and if it was just cause he was scared or if it was maybe from
something else.
***
The two boys sit in a car parked out at the end of Queen Street.
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Nobody else is around.
For awhile they do not speak.
“Man,” the first boy says, finally. “I was tripping out back there. So high!”
“Yeah – me too.”
“Did…you like it?”
“Like…what?”
The first boy pauses.
“Being stoned,” he says, then adds, “What else?”
“Oh. Um – yes. I liked it.”
“Wanna try it again?”
The second boy, now, pauses. Thinks.
“Would it make me a stoner?”
“Nah, man. You’re not a stoner just cause you try pot.”
“Okay,” the second boy says, and sighs. “Okay, then I wanna try it again.”
After a moment: “And let’s go back to the house, too.”
“Let’s go further.”
“Let’s go all the way in,” the second boy says, and the first boy bites his lip, nods.
“But,” the second boy adds, “Only if nobody knows. I just don’t want anyone to
know.”
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“ANDY”
For all the Marynissen boys.
Technically, he has two arms. He has two hands, two wrists, two biceps.
Technically: Andy Marynissen has two arms.
With the right side of his body, he is very strong. Can do pushups one-handed,
many in a row. Can chuck a baseball fast. Has one heckuva hook that’s knocked the shit
out of a few different suckers, but only ever if they deserved it. Like the time in grade
seven when Grayson Matthews tells Alicia Spione that nobody’ll marry her cause they
don’t want to have any retard kids, and Alicia, what with her brother with cerebral palsy,
starts crying, and next recess Andy charges at him, spears him to the ground easy with a
tackle. Sure, the rest of Grayson’s friends soon pile on, leave Andy with more cuts and
bruises than anyone, but he lands a couple good ones, alright. Gives Grayson quite a
black eye.
Andy’s left arm is misshapen and twisted and small. Shrunken, shriveled, a stub,
its five tiny fingers cannot tie a shoe, or pull a trigger.
***
Despite the arm there are many things he can do. A three-legged farm dog may
not run so fast – may not run at all, not at first – but it learns, it finds a way. It will still
try to dig under the chicken coop, and at nighttime bark from the backporch at the
coyotes squatting in the darkness on the edge of the orchard.
For instance: Andy can drive.
It’s Mr. Jankowski who teaches him how to. Mr. Jankowski’s this old Polish guy,
lives just a bit further down Concession One. Came over to Canada in the 50s cause a
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cousin had already done the same, bought a farm though he didn’t know a thing about
farming (hardly knew English, either). Been growing peaches, cherries, apples ever since,
now into his seventies.
During the summer before he starts grade 9 at Niagara High, Andy goes looking
for a job. Sees ads in the classifieds, HELP WANTED posters in the shops on Queen
Street. But each time he goes for an interview, boss takes one quick glance at his arm –
“Not hiring, kid.”
His mother suggests Mr. Jankowski – “Give the ol’ goddamn Polack a try,” she
says – so Andy does, heads down Concession One to the old man’s house.
“I uh-no interest,” Jankowski says to Andy, who’s on his front porch.
“Please,” Andy sticks his good arm out, tries to stop the old man from shutting the
door. “I’m Andy. Andy Marynissen.”
Now, to most people in Niagara, hearing this name would not have done Andy
any favours. See, the Marynissens are known round town as a good-fer-nuthin buncha
drunks. His aunt and uncle both spend most nights in the basement of the Legion, and
Andy’s father was once the guy who drove the Zamboni at the Virgil arena but got fired
after getting loaded, puking on the ice before a Bantam game. Few years back, Andy’s
mom tells him his dad is going to plant trees up north for a while, with his buddy, and
neither has heard from him since. The kids at school can sense this sort of thing, too.
Might not understand why but they notice that though their parents always stop to talk to
other parents in the grocery store or at the post office but they never stop to talk to
Andy’s mom. They notice, too, that his leather jacket is too big, doesn’t fit right – a handme-down from his older cousin, it always smells like cigarettes.
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Mr. Jankowski, of course, is not part of this town gossip. Knows the Marynissens
only as the people next door. Says simply, in return: “What you like.”
“I wanna work. For you. Whatever you need.”
“Work? What you wanna work?”
“On the farm. I’ll help you.
Jankowski looks Andy over. Notices the arm, raises his eyebrow.
“You uh-no like my work,” the old man. “Is too hard.”
***
Think, for a moment, about all the times Andy must’ve gotten this same look.
Teachers, classmates, fuck – even his parents. When his dad is still around he takes
Andy, once, to go fishing at the Queenston Gorge. Climbs down to the very bottom of the
gulley with a pair of rods and a six-pack and a bucket, cracks can after can till the
bucket’s full of little common carp – “They’re all retarded from the boats in the dock,
makes em easier to catch,” he claims – then lugs them home, sells them to a guy he grew
up with who teaches science at NHS, now, and uses them in his classroom (“Dunno the
hell he does with em but it gets me fifty bucks,” he tells Andy). So the two of them spend
a Sunday afternoon down there, filling up the bucket, and when they go to head back up
to their truck, Andy grabs the handle.
“Gimme that,” his dad says, but Andy’s adamant: “I can lift it,” he counters.
“Come on, kid.”
“I got it, Dad. I can do it.”
Gives him the raised-eyebrow.
“Kid, it’s heavy.”
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“Let me try.”
The two go walking back up the escarpment, Andy holding the bucket in his one
good arm, and he’s straining – it’s heavy – but he’s got it, he can do it. And he would’ve
done it, too, would’ve gotten the fish all the way up the hill, to the truck, but he happens
to trip on this root that’s sticking out, sends him flying forward and the bucket drops,
most of the water splashing on the back of his dad’s pants while the fish fly out, fall off
the side of the path and slide down into the thick brush. It’s no fault of his, an accident,
that’s all. Got nothing to do with what he’s carrying, nothing to do with a good arm or a
bad one.
But of course his father doesn’t see it like that.
“Goddamn it, Andy – look what you did!”
His dad never takes him fishing at the Queenston Gorge again.
***
Andy’s been looked at this way many times, but sometimes it’s too frustrating.
Sometimes he’s just about sick of it.
“Come on!” he snaps at the old man. “Don’t gimme that – I can work real hard! I
will! You think I can’t handle it? You think I can’t do it? I’ll show you! I’m fuckin str –
I’m strong, sir. I am strong, and I’ll work hard, I promise. I promise, I promise. Let me
show you. Let me do it.”
The old man stands in his door, thinking. He can use some help.
“Okay,” Jankowski says. “Let’s work.”
That afternoon, Andy helps Mr. Jankowski pick up brush from the field. (He
works real hard.) The next day, he goes back. For the rest of the summer, Andy works for
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the old man nearly every day, Jankowski teaching him how to pick, thin, prune. Some
things he’ll start to explain, then stops, glances at the arm.
“Is okay, is hard job. I do,” he says.
But Andy stands up straight.
“Show me, Mr. Jankowski. I can do it. Show me how.”
So the old man shows him, and though he shows him with two hands Andy
watches him carefully, thinking about what needs to be done, and then, despite his left
side, he does it, too. He finds a way. When the old man hands him pruning shears Andy
figures out how to keep one of its handles held firm, tight under his left armpit, and
gripping the other handle with his strong right hand he snips at the branches just as fast
and frequent as Mr. Jankowski does.
Jankowski shows Andy how to drive a tractor, Andy leaning his shriveled limb on
the steering wheel to keep it steady and straight whenever he has to switch gears. “And
don’t forget,” he says. “When turn off, first, engine run, then turn off.”
Andy nods, promises: never.
Jankowski tells Andy where he hides the key to the old wooden shed behind the
barn, the shed where he keeps hammers and saws and all his other tools, and pesticides
and a lawnmower and a wheelbarrow and a ladder. “And don’t forget,” he says. “No go
in unless when I say, and shut door, tight, so no rats.”
Andy nods, promises: never.
And Jankowski teaches Andy how to drive his car.
“Is like tractor,” he says. “But more fast.” It is just like the tractor: Andy leans
what he can of his left side onto the steering wheel – sometimes uses his legs, too, to
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secure the wheel at the bottom – and with his right arm switches from first to second to
third. Though he does not even have a driver’s license – the old man doesn’t know, or
care, about such rules – Jankowski sends Andy down Highway 55 to the Fruit &
Vegetable Co-op, to grab a big stack of baskets, or fertilizer, or spray.
“Make sure is buy Peraxynyl,” he says. The old man swears by the stuff, says it’s
the best pesticide there is, and though you gotta dilute the shit out of it (it’s sixteen times
more corrosive than battery acid, and if you don’t water it down it’ll burn through the
branches and the leaves) if you know how to use it right you’ll keep every bug off, won’t
have a single spot on an apple or a peach.
Andy always takes the back roads, of course, so he won’t run into any cops, but
sometimes he takes the long way home, and at the far end of Concession One he idles the
car and stares straight on down the road, like a speedster at the starting line, Concession
One stretching straight ahead and somewhere down there is the old man’s house and
somewhere past that is Andy’s house but he cannot tell where – all he can see is the bare
black pavement pointing towards infinity. He pushes down gently on the pedal so the
motor purrs, then he takes off, and as soon as he can he gets the car from first to second
to third, and sometimes, when he’s feeling especially daring, he gets it into fourth, and
boy, he’s really flying then, and his small stump does not matter, has no significance or
consequence as he’s leaning back, his good hand on top of the wheel the way they drive
in the movies.
But one time, as he’s really flying down Concession One, a cat runs out from the
ditch, runs right out and leaps in front of the car, timed so exact it is as though it is trying
to kill itself. Andy slams on the brakes and the tires squeal as the car fishtails to a halt but
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he is not fast enough: he hits the cat, the front end bashing into and then overtop of the
body with a deep dull thud. Andy rips himself out of the car, looks back. In the middle of
the road the cat writhes and wriggles. The left side of its head is flat against the asphalt,
as though pinned in place, while the rest of its body spins round and round, some sick
maypole dance, corkscrewing and twisting as it hisses, desperately, pained.
It stops. The cat: dead.
Andy spots a collar round its neck, and to his left, sees a house. He does not know
if the cat has gotten out of that house but he picks it up into his right arm, the body still
warm and totally limp, a puppet with its strings cut, the head in particular hanging loose,
swiveling.
As he nears, a woman runs out, hands to her mouth, screaming.
She runs to Andy, sobbing, shouting, so hysterical it startles him and he drops the
body. The cat hits the ground and the woman screams louder.
“What the hell did you do!” she cries. “What the hell did you do!”
The woman now at Andy’s feet, rubbing her hands along the cat’s still frame.
“I’m – I’m sorry,” Andy stammers. “It ran right out. I couldn’t stop. I tried to. It
was an accident, maam. I tried to, I’m sorry, I –”
“Don’t you know how to drive,” she shrieks. Looking up, she notices Andy’s
shrunken shriveled stub.
“You fucking freak!” she begins to scream. “You freak! You shouldn’t even be
allowed in a car! Look what you did, you freak!”
Cradles the cat in her arms like a baby, heads back towards the house.
“I’m sorry,” Andy cries out, again, but she does not turn.
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***
The NHS offense squats at the 20 yard line. Down by 5 with a single play left in
the teams’ first meeting of the season, the Niagara High Trojans eye victory against the
Dennis Morris Raiders.
Andy, the only 9th-grader on the squad, looks straight into the eyes of the DM
lineeman across from him.
“Good luck, you fucking cripple.”
“Good luck,” Andy grunts back, stare held. “Fucking Catholic.”
On the sidelines, Coach McCarthy has his arms folded, motionless, while his right
foot taps the ground. “I wanna beat these fucking guys,” he mutters, under his breath, to
Gary Englund, his assistant coach. “I really wanna beat these guys.”
“You sure bout the Marynissen kid?”
“No,” says McCarthy. “But I’m not not sure.” Ed McCarthy has coached football
at Niagara High for eighteen seasons, but he’s never come across a player like Andy.
Most kids came out to football cause they want to be part of a team, or at least, they want
all the hallway perks that come with being part of a team. But in the locker room, at
practice, on the bench – Andy doesn’t even seem to realize there are other players there:
never says a word, just stands silent, brooding, pacing, like he’s eager to uncage
something trapped inside for far too long. His back is always flagpole straight but his
head dips low, like a boxer’s, his eyes darting, careful, watching, as though he’s always
in the middle of a ring. He has an underbite, too, just slightly but it’s there, and when he
looks at him, McCarthy can’t help but be struck by the many ways in which he resembles
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a bulldog. McCarthy’s noticed, too, it’s the same way Andy walks about the school:
solitary and somehow slightly scary, he’s not surprised the other kids keep their distance.
Doesn’t help that he’s a Marynissen.
At the line of scrimmage, the center snaps the ball between his legs and into the
hands of Jake Andrews, Niagara High’s starting quarterback.
The DM lineman charges Andy, who meets him, and though his opponent is
much larger, Andy does not budge: they collide, Andy leaning his right shoulder into the
oncoming body, their bodies hitting hard but the guy from DM bouncing back. Keeps his
eyes locked on Andy, as he has since they first greeted head-to-head at the scrimmage
line.
To the left, Andy spots movement. Another DM linebacker has circled around the
commotion of the play, and is charging, so fucking fast, towards Jake, the quarterback.
So Andy begins charging, too, directly towards this barreling opponent. However
strong he knows himself to be, he knows, too, that the basic laws of physics have long
ago determined that he is neither rapid nor robust enough to stop a collision from
occurring – yet he knows, most of all, that while this impending and inevitable collision
cannot be altogether prevented, the participants affected can be. Andy lunges towards the
linebacker, lunges and leaps, and the linebacker collides with him, bashes into Andy’s
body with a deep dull thud.
The DM linebacker lands on top of Andy, pins the left side of his head flat against
the grass. Underneath, Andy squirms, corkscrewing and twisting. He is smothered and
stuck, but he can hear commotion: clapping, whooping, cheering.
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“You fucker,” the DM linebacker spits at him, and Andy shoves him off, rises. He
is, of course, sore, but he does not notice: Jake has grabbed him round the waist, lifts him
up, spins him round.
“We did it! We did it, you crazy sunuvabitch! We fucking did it!”
The whole team forms a giant mob around the two, Jake having just completed a
pass straight into the arms of a Niagara High receiver planted firmly in the endzone,
Andy having just intercepted a bullet aimed straight for Jake.
“What a block!” Jake beams at Andy. “What a block, you crazy fucking
wildman!”
***
For the first time in many seasons Niagara High seems to have a team that can
hold its own, even – especially – against Dennis Morris (those goddamned Catholics).
Many reasons for this, but one that’s undeniable is the pairing of Andy Marynissen and
Jake Andrews. Jake is a good quarterback: he’s talented, naturally so, has that intangible
yet so-very-real knack for the game, the kind you cannot want or will yourself into,
cannot fight for, cannot earn but by birthright. He’s so good, in fact, that the coaches and
the players and the parents – on the Trojan’s side, and against – think he could do
something with it, really go and do something. With Andy on his offensive line Jake can
throw more completed passes than any other QB in the board, rarely fumbles and, though
it seems impossible, after several games has never been sacked, not with Andy on guard,
a watching and willing martyr. Andy blocks and bashes, takes bullets blindly, offers
himself sacrificially for the sake of the squad but specifically for the sake of Jake, buys
him moments, forces openings, falls so that Jake may stand, for the universe is fueled on
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balance and equal scales, to push you must pull, to give you must take, and Andy gives
himself over so that Jake may then take for the team. Jake is good. Andy makes him
better.
But here’s the thing.
Though it is never acknowledged, Andy has a limitation, tangible and so-veryreal. While Andy makes Jake better, Jake does not need Andy. Jake needs a left tackle
and Andy fills the spot but if Andy was not around someone else, eventually, could take
his place. Without Jake, Andy has little to offer. Andy can help score but Andy cannot
score himself, and this is a significant distinction: Andy is the drummer of a band and yet
however steady he keeps the beat, Jake is the frontman, Jake writes the songs, Andy
brings the tune to life but without him you can still sing the chorus, whistle and hum it,
pick it up and put it in your backpocket, Andy may keep the beat steady but without Jake
there wouldn’t even be anything for him to bash along to.
Andy needs Jake.
Jake does not need Andy.
***
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One night after practice Andy is pulled aside by Jake.
Jake’s leaning by the trophy case across the hall from the locker room. Tyler
Kazynski, team kicker, stands at his side.
“Hey, man!” Jake calls, looks around to make sure no one is listening. “Great
practice.”
“Yeah.”
“What’s going on?”
“Nuthin.”
“Wicked.”
Both Jake and Ty look at each other, as though something’s not going to plan. Ty
nudges Jake with his foot.
“So, listen,” Jake begins. “Me and Ty were wondering – you wanna hang this
weekend?”
Andy squints.
“Me?”
“Yeah, man. Get to know each other.”
“Team bonding!” adds Ty.
“Exactly,” says Jake, grinning. “We’ll come by Saturday afternoon.”
“You…wanna come to my house?”
“For sure, man!”
“Al…right?” Andy offers.
“Great, man,” Jake says, looks at Ty, smiles.
“Yeah, great,” echoes Ty.
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Andy nods and walks away.
***
That Saturday Jake and Ty ride their bikes to Andy’s.
“How’s it going, man?” Jake asks, soon as they get into his bedroom.
“Alright,” he answers. “You?”
“We’re good, man. Nice place.”
Andy looks around his room. It’s mostly undecorated.
“Thanks.”
An awkward pause – no one speaks. Ty, once again, nudges Jake.
“Hey, Andy, so – whatcha wanna do?”
“Dunno.”
“We got an idea!” Ty blurts in, and Jake shushes him.
“We were thinking,” Jake begins, diplomatically. “You ever smoked pot?”
Andy shakes his head. Ty looks at Jake, betrays a look of surprise.
Jake continues.
“Us neither. But we got some. Didn’t wanna do it in town, though.”
“Yeah, yeah. Too fucking scared,” Ty adds.
Andy knows what they mean: both Jake and Ty live in Old Town, and, like so
many of the other kids in Old Town, they’re always worrying someone’s going to see
them in some sort of shenanigans, tell their parents the trouble they’ve been up to. Andy
and the farm kids have no such fear: out on the Lines and Concessions, it’s much easier
to keep out of sight from neighbours.
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“Thought maybe we could come do it out here,” Jake says, smiles at Andy. “If
you want to.”
“Team bonding!” says Ty.
Andy thinks, shrugs.
“Sure,” he answers. “Let’s do it.”
Jake and Ty grin. Ty pulls off a backpack, starts to pull out an orange polkadotted pipe.
“In here?” Andy asks.
“Yeah…?” Ty looking puzzled towards Jake, Andy.
“We can’t do it in here.”
“Why not?”
“My mom might know.”
“Would she even care?”
“Why wouldn’t she…?”
“I dunno, man, I mean –”
“Nevermind,” Jake interrupts. “Where can we go then?”
Andy pauses, considers.
“What about the farm?”
“The farm!” Jake cries, claps his hands together. “Great call!”
The three boys head out, Andy shouting an unanswered goodbye to his mom in
the basement.
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“Fucking cold out,” Jake says, zips his jacket to the very top, shoves both hands in
his pockets. Ty is wearing only his Niagara High hoodie, starts shaking, shivering. “What
a wind.”
The boys head down Concession One, towards Jankowski’s. Andy leads them
over a ditch and through rows of fruit trees on the edge of the old man’s farm, parallel to
the house.
“Keep low,” he says. Hasn’t seen Jankowski in awhile, doesn’t want to have to
explain what he’s doing there. He squats and peers towards the house. Lights off, no car
parked: the old man isn’t home.
“Come on,” Andy says, stands straight and tall. “We’re good.”
The three boys march into the field, out of view of the road.
“Here alright?”
Jake and Ty look at each other, shrug.
“Get the stuff, then.”
“Wait,” says Ty. “Maybe we should go a little further.”
“Yeah, make sure no one can see,” Jake agrees.
So the three boys walk even further into the orchard.
Ty reaches into his backpack, hands shaking. “Fucking cold,” he says, though
Andy’s starting to suspect the temperature is not the only reason Ty is fumbling.
He pulls out the baggie of pot and the pipe.
“You go first,” he says to Jake.
“No, you.”
“Why me?”
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“It was your idea!”
“Yeah, well, I got the stuff. You try it.”
Andy interrupts.
“I’ll go first. Give me it.”
Ty looks at Jake, looks at Andy.
(Raises his eyebrow.)
“Give me it. I’ll do it,” Andy repeats.
“I’ll pack it for you.”
“I got it. Give me it.”
Andy grabs the pipe from Ty, places it on the ground, squats. With his right hand,
pulls out a pinch of pot, packs the bowl. Once full, he lifts the pipe, places it in his
shriveled and shrunken left hand. Andy grips it, as best as he can; it is awkward yet it is
held there, however tentatively. In order to actually hit it, Andy has to lower his head,
bend like a hunchback towards the bowl.
Flicks the lighter, several times. Only sparks. Shakes it and tries again but there is
no flame.
“Hurry!” says Ty, hopping from foot to foot to keep warm.
Andy again shakes the lighter, and this time, a flame does rise, but by the time he
has lowered both it and his head towards the pipe, the flame has gone out.
“Fuck, come on,” says Jake. “Let me do it.”
Jake reaches for the lighter but Andy pulls his hand away.
“I got it. I can do it.”
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Andy shifts his body, turns sideways to block from the wind. Tries the lighter
once more, and again: flame rises but is soon extinguished.
“It’s too windy.”
“Let me do it for you.”
“It’s too windy.”
“I’ll light it for you, let me –”
“It’s not gonna light. I know how to light it, and it’s not gonna. It’s too windy.”
“Fine,” Jake says, disappointed. “Forget it.”
“What about that shed?” Ty says.
“What shed?”
“The one we saw, by the house.”
“No,” says Andy, thinking about Mr. Jankowski, the promise he’d made to stay
out unless told, what he’d think if he knew. “We can’t.”
“You scared?”
“No, I’m not scared. We can’t go in there.”
“Man, just admit it,” says Jake.
“I’m not scared.”
“No, not that.”
“What then?”
“Admit you can’t do it. Gimme it.”
He reaches for the pipe but again Andy pulls away.
“Fine,” Andy says. “Let’s go. Fuck.”
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Andy leads Jake and Ty through the field, cuts diagonally across the orchard,
heads for the shed. From underneath the flowerpot outside the door, Andy retrieves the
hidden key, swings the door wide open.
“Come in, quick,” he says, and Jake and Ty follow. Andy shuts and locks the door
behind them. It’s dark inside, hard to see, but Andy can tell it’s more cluttered than last
time. The old man has thrown junk in there for the winter, and a bunch of other stuff he
won’t need until next season, stuff that he just bought at the Co-op on Highway 55: a
stack of 3-litre fruit baskets, some new pruning shears, and a big tractor tire that he’s
going to replace in the spring. The tire was on sale, and he got a heckuva deal, too.
Got a good deal on three buckets of Peraxynyl, too.
Swears by the stuff. Best pesticide there is.
Use it right you’ll keep every bug off.
“Good call,” says Jake, looking around. “Let’s do this!”
Again, Andy lifts the pipe with his right hand, shifts it over to his left, uses his
fingers to grip it as best he can.
“You got this?”
“I got it.”
“It’s hard, man.”
“I got it,” Andy repeats, his annoyance hardly hidden. Again, he flicks the lighter,
and unlike before, out in the field, the flame stands tall and straight. Slowly lowers the
flame to the bowl, and as he does he lowers his head towards it, too. His left arm is very
small, and he really has to bend over severely to get his mouth all the way to the end of
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the pipe, a move he must do carefully, slowly, or he’ll tip the pipe and it’ll all spill out.
So Andy moves gently, with control, but as he does, suddenly, the flame goes out.
Maybe it is from the time it takes him – maybe, in concentrating so completely on
his left hand, he forgets about his right, and in so forgetting lets go of the lighter’s
spinwheel, releases the button and squashes the flame.
Or maybe, through some gap in the structure – a tiny opening beneath the
doorway and the ground, or between one of the beams in the walls – some of the wind
(it’s fucking cold out) blows through and puts it out.
“Goddamn it, man!” says Jake, his impatience overwhelming. “Give me that!”
Jake lunges for the lighter, snatches at Andy’s hand, but Andy is fast – as always,
his eyes dart everywhere, frantically and feverishly yet focused, careful, calculated, calm.
Andy can see Jake’s movement, can react – has reacted – before he is even aware of what
he is doing. Turns his body sideways, blocking the lighter, as the right side of his body
collides with the left side of Jake’s. Andy even leans into the hit; Andy has been hit
before, can take it. Jake, though, has not. He stumbles, falling backwards.
Jake’s hands reach out under him, trying to break his fall. The first thing they
contact, though, is not the ground, but the plastic lids of two of the containers of
Peraxynyl.
(Best pesticide there is.)
With his momentum and the full weight of his body baring down, Jake’s hands
plunge easily through the flimsy tops, splashing straight down, elbow deep, one hand
each in a bucket of the caustic chemical.
His skin begins to sizzle and sting.
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Jake yanks his hands out but it is already too late: such a brief contact, and yet,
already, the palms of his hands raw and red as layers of skin rot away, charred black at
the edges and bubbling, blistering, the burns spreading up his arms and to the ends of his
fingers. He looks at them and for a moment seems almost puzzled, saying nothing.
But then he starts to scream.
“Oh, fuck!” Ty screams now, too. “Oh, fuck, man – are you okay?”
Jake rises to his feet, hands held out in front. Staggers to the door of the shed,
screaming, no intelligible words but only anguished noises, screaming and screaming as
Ty runs behind, screaming, “Fuck, man, fuck,” and “You okay?” and “What the fuck?”
He turns back to Andy.
“Look what you did, you fucking freak!”
Andy says nothing, stands wide-eyed, breathing heavy and fast as he watches Jake
stagger away, Ty right behind.
“I – I’m sorry,” he cries out, at last. “I’m sorry,” he repeats, louder, but neither of
them turn.
***
Five weeks later.
The Niagara High Trojans face the Dennis Morris Raiders, at home, in the
regional finals.
Jake, as usual, is quarterback. His hands had been in bandages for three weeks,
but, just as the doctors predicted, they make a full recovery. There is no lasting damage.
Andy is not at left tackle.
Andy sits on the bleachers.
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On the Monday morning after the accident, Coach McCarthy calls Andy into his
office to suspend him from the football team. Though Andy tries to protest, both Ty and
Jake claim it was his fault, he was the one who pushed, he burned Jake’s hands, and
nothing Andy says can change the decision.
Doesn’t help that he’s a Marynissen.
During the championship game Jake is sacked two times. However, it does not
matter: he throws a Hail Mary in the game’s dying seconds, and Niagara High wins their
first zone title in many seasons.
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DERBY DAY
A TRAGEDY

For Teddy Thompson – wherever he may be.
I
A bell hanging above the door dings as I enter and the woman at the counter
seems happy I am there.
The Town Museum is not used by many people.
“Anything in the museum on Niagara High?” I ask.
The woman begins clapping, bobbing back and forth on her feet.
“We have so much stuff,” she says. “Yearbooks, photographs, Letterman football
patches. Boxes and boxes worth. Boxes!”
Great. Boxes!
She tells me I can look through them all afternoon, but they’re downstairs in the
archives – she’ll need a few minutes to gather everything together. In the meantime, she
says, feel free to look around.
I read a poster advertising the next general meeting of the Niagara Historical
Society when an old man slowly approaches.
“Forgive me,” he says, “for eavesdropping. But did I hear you say you’re writing
a book on Niagara High?”
I nod. I am.
“And you’re looking for stories about it?”
I nod. I am.
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“Well,” he looks around to check if anyone else is listening, though there isn’t
anyone else in sight. Voice lowered, says, “Have I got a story for you.”
What he then tells me goes something like this.
II
Teddy Thompson knows Darlene Dawson is his one true love. He knows this,
even though he is just about to start grade 9, at Niagara High. She always has been, ever
since their first fateful day of kindergarten.
That day, Teddy walks into the classroom, a-shakin and a-tremblin in his boots,
and Darlene is the very first thing he sees. He takes in all of her features individually,
somehow distinctly hones in on each of her many delightful quirks: her dimples, which
make her even more adorable when she smiles; her big brown eyes, colour of chestnuts,
that seem to sparkle when she laughs; and that laugh, too, oh! that laugh! That laugh that
can shame a sparrow’s springtime song, a laugh so childishly innocent, so gloriously
naïve, it has to reflect the purity and kindness of her very soul, it just has to, for if it
doesn’t then there is no such thing as a soul at all, and probably no God, either (though of
course when you look upon her, you know that there has to be a God, there just has to be,
or else nothing in this world can make sense). Teddy notices all these things about her,
along with her flowered dress and the perfect curls of her hair (also chestnut brown)
independently and yet somehow also all at once. She overwhelms him, and he actually
freezes, right in the middle of the doorway.
Darlene is the first thing Teddy sees.
The second thing Teddy sees is an empty seat beside her.
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His classmates are all milling about, to and fro, stuffing backpacks into cubbies,
scrambling to find a seat. This is all just noise to him, external commotion, a background
of vague chaos that she, in her radiance, stands out in contrast to. She is a rescue ship on
the horizon, illuminated by the vast blue nothingness of the surrounding ocean, and he, an
island castaway. He is shocked that the seat is open – disgusted, in a way. Such fools his
classmates are; such ignorance, such buffoons! He could pity them but he’s too thankful.
As he watches, their eyes lock, and she smiles at him.
She smiles at him.
A single thought flashes through his head, hopelessly trying to wake his frozen
frame: Move.
As he stands there in the doorway, motionless, his mind frantically kicking
himself in the ass to move already, is someone else settling down in the spot beside her.
Teddy watches another boy pull out the chair, sit down, stick out his hand.
Name’s John, John Luster, the boy says, and in that soft and lovely voice she says that
she is Darlene Dawson, and Teddy watches John Luster take Darlene’s hand, kiss it
gently, eyes locked tight, watches her cheeks blush, turn rosy.
Unintentionally, by pure reactionary instinct, Teddy finally moves. His hand
outstretches, like a drowning man reaching for help, while his mouth plops open, a
meaningless, monosyllabic groan pouring out. By the time his feet have rediscovered
their primary natural function, there is only one seat left: right behind Darlene, beside
Mikey Moscato, who has big thick glasses that make him look crosseyed, and his front
teeth missing, and a nose that snot drips steadily out of despite his constant sniffles.
And he always smells like piss.
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Teddy has no way of knowing it, nor the brain development to conceive of such
an abstract idea, but this sequence of events will come to serve as an effective metaphor
for the rest of his romantic career. For Teddy knows Darlene nearly a decade – from the
age of four till he’s 14 – yet through all those years, he is never able to get her to return
his undying love.
It gets worse.
Teddy manages, over the years, to get really close to Darlene. They both live in
the same suburb, it turns out – the new subdivision behind the abandoned canning factory
in Virgil – and on the exact same street, too. Not next-door neighbours, but not far off.
Close enough that his mother can, and does, wave to Darlene’s mother while they are
both out in their gardens. Close enough that his father can, and does, offer daily Morning,
Bobs as they each head to their cleaned n chromed Ford Thunderbirds, both besuited &
bowtied & briefcased. Which means Teddy and Darlene get off the school bus together,
just the two of them, every day, and every day he walks her home, all the way to her
house, even though hers is past his. Over time, they become real close friends.
Worse still.
In all those years, on all those walks home from the bus stop, Teddy has never had
the courage to tell Darlene how he feels about her (even though he wants to, oh-sobadly).
And yet.
As bad as all that is.
It gets worse. Worse than all the rest combined. Because even though he isn’t,
everyone in Niagara is certain that Teddy is a sissy and a pansy and a flaming homo fag.
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III
This all starts because of a pop fly, and an untied shoe, and that bastard John
Luster.
Step back a bit, to the second grade. It’s gym class, and Teddy’s teacher decides
the class will play a game of softball.
All the other guys have spent the whole summer prior playing pickup games in
the sandlot, with their older brother’s hand-me-down gloves and caps. Even Mikey
Moscato has played.
(Makes one heckuva backcatch, too.)
Not Teddy, though. Teddy has spent his summer in his treefort, reading comic
books and Shakespeare, listening to his radio. These are the things he loves, more than
anything in this world (besides Darlene): rock n roll and reading. They make him feel
alive, really and truly alive, and as long as he spends time with a record, or a book, he
never feels alone. They are his best friends, and he doesn’t even mind admitting so,
almost says it proudly. They teach him things about love and loss and life that he can’t
learn from anyplace else.
But they sure don’t teach him a damn thing about playing softball.
In the bottom of the ninth, Teddy’s team is up by three. John Luster is at bat –
with only a single strike left.
Teddy, naturally, has been placed in the outfield, along with three girls, who are
sitting crosslegged in a circle, picking dandelions. Not a single ball has been hit that far
out all game. Teddy, for his part, stays standing, maintains focus, though he knows full
well he’s only been put out there to keep him outta the way. Yet he feels something, deep
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in the pit of his gut, some sick sense of something coming. It’s in the way the wind
blows. Destiny, or fate, or whatever you want to call it, is waiting, just round the corner.
Even before the pitch is thrown, Teddy knows the ball is headed his way. He can
see it in the way John slowly twirls his bat, eyes fierce, like the eyes of a tiger at the zoo
following the kid with the ice cream cone.
Teddy feels the crack of wood on stitched leather before he hears it. Instinct takes
over, and he starts hustling backwards, glove aimed high above him, steady, ready.
He feels himself stumble backwards, and knows before he’s hit the ground what
has caused it. His mother is always warning him: “Teddy Thompson, you keep those
damn shoelaces tied, or someday you’re gonna fall and snap your neck!”
His damn shoelaces weren’t tied.
Teddy doesn’t snap his neck, though later, he wishes that he had. He falls down
hard, right square on his bottom. All the air rushes out as his head snaps back against the
grass. Must’ve hurt like a sunuvagun, but Teddy doesn’t even let himself realize. As
sudden as his head snaps backwards, he snaps up forward, like he’s been thrown against
the ropes of a wrestling ring.
Teddy has a ball to catch.
He sits upright, and for a moment wonders just where that ball might’ve gone.
Then he feels the pop.
The ball lands right on top of his skull.
Once again, Teddy falls backwards. This time he doesn’t get up.
There is no way of knowing it for sure, and he hates to grant his enemy such
credit, but when he thinks back on this later, Teddy is convinced that John Luster has
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done it all intentionally, has planned in advance every moment of the whole charade. At
the time, though, Teddy only thinks that a bullwhip has been cracked in his brain.
All at once, the game comes rushing back.
He remembers John Luster, and the hit way out in right field. Hears the screams
and cheers of other players. Sees, beside his ear, the softball, sitting softly on the grass.
Teddy sees the ball, and though his whole body aches and screams and shakes
with pain, he forces himself up, fuelled not by any sense of dignity or self-respect but
entirely out of hatred, pure hatred, for John Luster. He picks up the ball as a hopeful
possibility flashes through his very soul.
Maybe John hasn’t made it home yet.
In fact, although Teddy hasn’t determined it for certain, John has not made it
home yet. He has just barely passed third and is on his way – slowly.
He is crawling on his hands and knees, has been laughing so hard at the events
unfolding that he cannot stand.
Teddy picks up the ball, grips it tight as he can, knuckles white. With all the
combined force of his muscle and his power and his sheer determined will, he throws.
The ball lands three and a half feet away.
(Rounding up.)
He runs to the ball, picks it up, tries again.
No further.
Teddy thinks about giving the ball one last toss, but decides not to. Instead, he
picks it up and starts running.
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He runs all the way to homebase and hands the ball to the backcatcher, whose
mouth hangs open, dumbed. The whole field is silent.
John Luster cries out, “Nice throw, SISSY!”
His classmates hoot and holler and chuckle and giggle with unhinged cruelty.
John Luster chants “Sissy! Sissy! Sissy!,” waving his hands around wildly, getting all the
class to join his sick pep rally, some with fingers pointed his way, some with fists
clenched and raised to the sky, punching the air in sync, taunts getting louder and louder
and louder.
Teddy looks around desperately for his teacher but he doesn’t see her anywhere.
She is always disappearing, and Teddy isn’t sure why. She is actually having a cigarette
in the staff room; her eyes are closed, and she is running her fingers slowly up her leg.
Teddy’s teacher has not had sex with a man in a very long while.
Sissy soon spreads. The school bus driver, the principal, even the janitor – who
everyone calls The General and who wears a top hat and has a lazy eye and isn’t allowed
in the drugstore anymore because he always just looks at the dirty magazines for hours
and hours without ever buying anything – calls him Sissy.
One day, walking home from school, even Darlene accidentally lets a Sissy slip.
“See you tomorrow, Sis–” she starts, and it doesn’t matter that she tries to correct
herself, because though she has not said Sissy she has not not said it, either.
Sometimes, with some things, they mean just about the same.
Teddy knows that something has to be done. He feels trapped, and, not knowing
what else to do, figures that if he cannot beat them he will join them.
So he embraces Sissy.
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In the hallways and at recess, Teddy welcomes his name. Soon, he even comes to
slightly like it. You know, you can really get used to a lotta things if you give them
enough time.
But Teddy’s happiness does not last. For, if John Luster wants anything in life, it
is for Teddy Thompson to feel miserable.
John soon finds just such an opportunity. It has only been a week or so since
Teddy has changed schoolyard tactics and rechristened himself Sissy, and he starts to
grow (semi)bold. He begins to feel something like acceptance, and with some of his
classmates he even gets a bit cheeky: whispers devilish flirtations and playful comeons,
doesn’t even blush when he says them.
He is feeling so bold, in fact, that one day he offers to do something he’s always
wanted to, but hasn’t ever had the courage for.
Read something that he wrote to the class.
Teddy’s teacher has asked them all to write a poem, about anything they want.
She says they have to work on it for one whole hour, while she sits behind her desk
reading Cosmo. Most of the kids just whip up a lame limerick or a roses-are-red rhymer
as quick as they can, so that they can call themselves finished and spend the remaining
time hissing gossip or playing checkers.
Not Teddy.
Remember: Teddy has spent the summer reading stuff like Shakespeare (and so
on and so on & etc), which means he knows a masterful control of the English language
when he sees it. That kinda stuff stirs something inside of you. Teddy’s always wanted to
write something himself, but he’s never known how to start, or had any reason. This is as
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fine a reason as any to finally put pencil to paper, so while the rest of the class gets
rowdier and rowdier, their free time growing more spirited and debauched in the absence
of any authoritative interference, Teddy becomes fully immersed in his art.
His teacher, as it happens, was also fully immersed, trying to determine via quiz
exactly what kind of lover she was. (Takes a hold of you, that magazine does.)
Teddy keeps his head down. He is aware, vaguely, of the commotion around him,
but entirely unconscious of it. (Takes a hold of you, writing does.) The noise is all just
bullshit anyways. No use to him. He is so focused and determined, practically
hypnotized, pencil scratching and criss-crossing, arrows pointing every which way,
rearranging words and sometimes whole entire lines until you can barely read anything
on the page, a treasure map that only he can make sense of. Every so often he tap tap taps
his pencil on his desk, over and over, harder and louder and faster until at last the word
he’s been looking for comes, cause sometimes there is only one word that’ll do, only one
way of saying what you wanna say that says it more exactly than any other, and Teddy
wants to be sure he has it all as right as he can. He gets stuck, near the end, trying to find
the last line. When it comes, it comes all at once, and he writes it down frantically, barely
even sitting in his seat. He finishes, sighs, full of relief and pride. Looks up at the clock in
time to see the little hand move forward and mark a new hour, realizes he can hardly
remember anything from the past sixty minutes.
Teddy has written, of course, about Darlene.
His teacher notices the time, too. Stands up, flips her magazine shut, walks to the
front of the class.
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“Would anyone care to share what they’ve written?” she asks, bored, assumes the
usual rejection.
Teddy has heard these offers many times, and has always denied them. He has
never written arithmetic solutions on the blackboard, has never shown or told, has yet to
ever even disclose how he’d spent his summer vacation. Teddy is always far too scared:
he might have something wrong, or be boring; he worries no one will laugh at any of the
jokes he put in his essays.
But Teddy has never been asked to share a poem before.
Besides, he feels really sure he’s written a good one. And so, though the voices in
his head scream at him to be a coward, Teddy slowly lifts his hand in the air, high above
him, steady, ready, then walks to the front of the class.
He stands before his classmates, paper rattling in his hands. Starts to try to say
something, but is so scared nothing comes out. Stops, swallows, takes a deep long breath.
Then he reads this poem:

There was a glimmer in your golden hair
Yesterday, when the sun was
Shining bright.
I could see the burning embers
Dancing
In your chestnut eyes
And I knew:
That inside I burn just like they do.
It’s true.

My heavy heart burns for you.
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When he finishes, no one says anything. His teacher’s mouth hangs open,
dumbed. It is a really good poem – such passion – and later that night, she sits in her
bathtub with a glass of red wine, trying to imagine a man feeling such passion for her,
any man, maybe Principal Gilmore, say, with his fluffy moustache, and she touches
herself till she screams. But in the classroom she says nothing. Nobody does. They are
too shocked.
All sit there, staring at Teddy in silence, and Teddy stares back, for a whole
minute or so, till the bell rings for recess, and Teddy turns sharp, like a soldier, walks
quickly out the door. Down the hallway and then out into the schoolyard, fast, so fast that
no one in the class can see his face.
He is grinning.
Teddy feels like he’s just passed an audition, and though he is silent, inside, he is
shouting, loud as he can, YES YES YES, lungs bursting, his entire body wanting to
orgasmically explode with confidence and delight.
He still has the poem gripped tight between his fingers when John Luster (that
bastard) calls his name.
“Hey, Teddy – I always knew you were a sissy, and I thought you were a pansy,
but I never knew you were a flaming homo fag.”
Once again John Luster starts chanting, like that day at the baseball diamond, and
slowly, again, the whole class joins in, the chant spreading like a cold.
These new names, too, stick. John Luster makes sure of it.
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When Teddy walks through the hall in his favourite jean jacket – he loves this
jacket, makes him feel like a movie star – John stands at his locker wearing his older
brother’s leather Letterman jacket, a captain’s C boldly patched on the front, by his heart,
and he calls out, “Nice jacket, fag boy!”
When Teddy delivers his newspapers each Saturday, John rides along behind on
his bicycle, picking up the papers and chucking them at the back of Teddy’s head, saying
“Catch, homo queer!” and when they hit Teddy they hurt, given John’s (future)
quarterback arm, and Teddy has to pick them all back up and do the route twice.
Soon, because of John Luster, the whole town of Niagara forgets his actual name.
Instead, they know him only as the sissy, the pansy, the flaming homo fag.
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IV
Teddy eventually finds a way to win Darlene’s love, and when he does he owes it
all to his big brother.
This is early summer, years later – the summer before Teddy is about to start at
Niagara High – and he is home, alone. His parents have left him a list of chores, and
though he’s started early, by midday he’s only crossed two things off his list. It is a hot
day, and Teddy can’t help but feel discouraged. He is not typically the kinda guy to sing
the blues, but on this day, he is singing em, loud.
Earlier, John Luster passed by Teddy’s front yard.
He was heading into town to go swimming at the pool, had offered one of his
usual vicious greetings. Teddy knows that Darlene will be there, and that John Luster will
spend the afternoon soaking her with cannonballs off the high dive. He keeps imagining
Darlene, sitting poolside, giggling in delight while she oohs and aahs at the sheer size of
John’s splash.
Teddy cannot stop seeing her wrapped in John Luster’s towel, John’s arms
holding her tight to keep her warm, and though Teddy wants painfully to stop, his brain
will not turn off, as images flash through his skull, over and over, on a loop, a sick
carousel. He tries to focus on his chores instead, but as soon as he gets to his backyard to
start mowing, his lawnmower blade cracks in two.
And then, Teddy snaps.
He falls down to his knees, and his hatred for John Luster, his jealousy, his
annoyance at his chores and the sun and his sweat-soaked hair and his broken lawnmower
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– these all combine into some twisted dark force that Teddy suddenly channels, and, with
all he can muster, Teddy turns his head towards the sky and screams.
“FUCK!”
The cry lasts for ten or twenty seconds, maybe more. It’s the first time he’s ever
said the word. Teddy has always resisted, as though he is uttering some kind of witchcraft
spell, a chant to summon a demon.
But, he realizes immediately: saying it had felt good.
Teddy kneels on the lawn, panting, feels a bit calmer with every breath, tension
bleeding from him. All is quiet and still, like he’s shot a gun.
After a minute or so the silence is broken by a voice crying out from the attic.
“Heavy, man!”
Teddy freezes, shocked. Knows the voice is his brother’s, but it surprises him.
See, this summer, Teddy and his brother have had very little to do with one another.
Honestly, they never really have, since Pete – that’s his name – is quite a few years older.
But he’d always been around: would tussle Teddy’s hair or give him a playful
charleyhorse, poke his head in Teddy’s bedroom when he’d pass by, say hello.
This was all before he’d gone off to college.
In the last year or so, Pete has changed a lot. He’d said that he was gonna study
business and economics, but by the time he’d come home for Christmas break he said
he’d switched to the liberal arts and had met a new group of friends called Beats. Teddy
doesn’t know what on Earth a Beat is, but by the time summertime comes, his brother is
hardly recognizable: has a little goatee, and always wears a beret and sunglasses, even
inside, and says that from that day forward he is to be called Jack. The first night that his
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brother moved home, he had a real loud argument with Teddy’s parents, and the next day
he moved all his stuff into the attic and said he wasn’t coming down till he found himself,
and although Teddy knows he has to come down sometime for something to eat, he
hasn’t seen him since.
Which is why Teddy is struck still by the sound of his brother’s voice, and for a
moment he does not know how to interpret the cry. Then he realizes it is an
acknowledgment of existence: Teddy now knows that his brother now knows that Teddy
is suffering, and suddenly, he can’t help but wonder if maybe, just maybe, his big brother
can help him.
Teddy heads inside, and when he gets to the top of the ladder he knocks on the
attic door. He figures his brother might even have been expecting him, but there is no
answer, so he knocks again – and again and again – and when there is still no answer
Teddy opens the door for himself and walks in.
His brother is at the other side of the room, his back turned towards Teddy.
Wearing polka-dotted rubber boots and boxer shorts, nothing else but his beret and
sunglasses. Doing some sorta wild dance, too, and every now and then hits a bongo, yells
“A-yuh!” though as far as Teddy can tell, it isn’t meant to match the music at all, or at
least he hopes that it isn’t, cause he sure isn’t doing it with any sorta rhythm.
Teddy notices, too, that the whole room smells like skunk.
His eyebrow raises without him meaning it to, and he watches his brother with
puzzled curiosity. Notices the nearby record player, lifts off the needle.
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His brother takes a moment or two to realize the music has stopped, and he keeps
on dancing, though as he senses the silence his movements slow till they end completely.
Turns and shuffles several steps before he notices Teddy.
“OH MY BUDDHASITVA!” he screams, jumps backwards, glasses falling off
his head.
“It’s just me, Pete – I mean, Jack!”
His brother bends down, squinting like a blindman as he searches frantically for
his sunglasses with his hands. Finds them, and, in a clumsy struggle, puts them back on,
squints in Teddy’s direction. Suddenly, he bursts out in a big grin.
“Hey! You called me Jack! Aw, man – that’s real neat of you. You’s a real cool
cat, man. A real cool cat. I dig it, man. Gimme some.”
Sticks his hand out, palm up. Teddy thinks he wants a high-five, but when Teddy
slaps his hand against his brother’s, PeteJack drags his hand slowly along it.
“Welcome, man, welcome. So nice of you to visit, really, it is. Lemme give you a
tour, man. There’s my bed…And there’s my rug…And that’s about all there is to it.”
He begins to giggle.
“Say, man, you wanna listen to some jazz?”
“Um...no. I was actually wondering if I could talk to you. I’ve been having some
troubles.”
PeteJack cringes, like he’s been branded.
“Aw, man! Don’t tell me you’ve seen the best minds of your generation destroyed
by madness – not yours, too!”
Teddy shakes his head.
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“Alright, alright. Phew!” Pauses for a moment, leans on his knees, like he’s
catching his breath after a long run. “Well then – what else could it possibly be?”
Teddy isn’t sure how to talk to his brother about Darlene. He’s never spoken
intimately with him about anything before, as brothers tend not to do.
“I have a problem. I want something, but I’m not sure how I should go about
getting it.”
“Ah!” PeteJack puts his hand out in front of himself, shushing Teddy. “Ah ah ah.
Say no more. I got just what you need, man.”
PeteJack hops over to his bed, starts digging around underneath it. Teddy isn’t
sure whether he should let it or not, but, hope is beginning to crawl slowly through him.
PeteJack pulls his arm out from under his bed, holding a Mason jar. He takes off
the lid and pulls out a thin white paper stick. It looks like it has been handrolled, and is
twisted at one end.
“Is that a cigarette?”
PeteJack smiles.
“Not quite, man. But it is the answer to any questions you have ever, and will
ever, ask yourself. Smoke this, and you will know what to do.”
He winks.
Teddy takes the handrolled paper stick that isn’t exactly a cigarette from his
brother and inspects it carefully, like a chemist checking a test tube after an experiment.
“Has this helped you find yourself?” Teddy asks.
PeteJack gets very, very serious. His brow even furrows, and he clears his throat.
“Not yet.”
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Then he starts giggling.
He does not stop for an entire minute or two, and Teddy just stands there, holding
the not-cigarette in his hand like a kid who’s caught a grasshopper. After realizing that
his brother will probably continue laughing like he is for an unnecessarily long time,
Teddy turns and heads for the ladder.
“Hey, man – wait!” PeteJack cries. His face gets serious again. “Don’t forget to
crack the window.”
Then he continues giggling.

Teddy heads back down to his bedroom, lies down on his bed, stares at the
ceiling.
The not-cigarette is in his pocket.
Before he can remember what a coward he usually is, Teddy pulls out a
matchbook, lights the not-cigarette, takes a deep, long drag. Begins to cough and cough
and cough until he thinks his lungs might start bleeding.
The first thing Teddy notices is that the smoke tastes like the skunk he’d smelt in
his brother’s bedroom.
He takes another drag.
The next thing he notices is that he doesn’t feel anything at all.
He takes another drag.
The next thing he notices is that his whole head is empty. His brain and his skull
and whatever else is inside it is gone, and there is nothing left but air. Or maybe helium.
Yes, there is definitely helium, slowly filling the space where his brain had once been. He
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can feel his head lifting up, neck getting longer, stretching out like the arms of a
drowning man, and he knows that soon either his head will pop off and float away like
the red balloon some kid wins at the fair, or he’ll turn into a giraffe. If only he has some
way to weigh it down, like a top hat or something. Yes, a top hat would certainly work!
Plus he could look like a proper Victorian gentleman. Maybe he could get white gloves
and a cane, too, and he could tapdance down the street singing “Hello ma baby hello ma
honey hello ma ragtime gaaaaaal.” What a wonderful song that is! What a wonderful
song all songs are! What a wonderful thing it would be to lay on his wonderful bed and
stare at the wonderful ceiling and listen to wonderful songs!
Teddy gets up and goes to his record player and has to tiptoe along the way like
he is walking on a tightrope, though he isn’t sure why. He starts to flip through his
collection, because even though any of them would be wonderful, he knows there is one
that will be wonderfullest. But then he decides to read a comic book instead. The pages
are too hard to read, though, cause everything keeps moving and waving at him and he
feels like there are fireflies or maybe firecrackers exploding in his head, so he waves
goodbye and the comic book characters wave back and he returns to his records. Though
he still can’t choose, so finally he decides to just close his eyes and count ten Mississipis
and that will be what one he listens to. But this is too hard cause he keeps forgetting his
place and having to start his count all over, so he just decides to listen to his transistor
radio instead.
He flicks it on and adjusts the dial and the first thing that comes through clearly is
“Earth Angel,” and this feels so gloriously appropriate, so divine, so fantastic, that he
bows down before the radio, in sacred reverence, then lies down on his bed, listening in
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awe. He has heard the song many times before, of course, but for the first time he feels he
is really hearing it. He can actually feel the song, all its ridges, bumps, and dimples, and
he thinks that he is listening in TECHNICOLOUR. He closes his eyes and starts to feel
himself falling into the song, falling away from his bedroom and his house and his school
and his town, so he closes his eyes tighter and lets himself fall entirely away, fall and fall
and fall.
Teddy lands, like a cat, on a stage.
He is at the Simcoe Park Dance, wearing a red tuxedo, holding onto a microphone
oh-so-tenderly as he sings his favorite song, the one that always makes him think of his
dearly beloved: “Earth Angel.”
Teddy scans his audience. All are dancing, the girls in their fanciest dresses, the
boys with their hair combed, father’s cologne sprayed on their neck and wrists and mints
in their backpocket (just in case).
All but one person.
Darlene.
Her eyes are downcast, and she holds her hands together shyly. Teddy descends
slowly down the sidestage steps, his microphone still in hand, not missing a vocal note.
He walks over to Darlene, places a finger under her chin, lifts her head upwards.
His eyes stares deeply into hers. He sees her loneliness, and his heart sheds a tear.
“My love,” he says. “I am here.”
By the hand, gently, Teddy leads her backstage. As he passes the band he winks.
This is a signal to them, a request to play an instrumental. They understand. As one, they
look his way, wink back.
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The wink says: take as long as you need.
He brings her behind the pavilion, where there’s a big willow tree, its branches
extending all the way down to the ground, making a thick round covering like a teepee.
He parts the branches, an opening for her to pass through, then follows in behind her.
Sees a pile of rose petals, as though they’ve been raked up like leaves on the lawn,
a pile as big as a kingsize bed. Teddy scoops Darlene up in his arms and carries her over
to it. He places her down, softly, and, in one motion, rips open his red tuxedo, revealing
tufts of thick black curly hair on his chest, which Darlene begins to run her fingers
through, moan.
“Shh, my love. Shh.”
Teddy lowers himself, slowly, brings himself closer, closer, closer, body stiff and
shaking with sweet desire and oldtime romance, closer and closer until, at last!
The song ends.
The radio begins advertising dishsoap as Teddy opens his eyes. He is back in his
bedroom. He is not wearing a red tuxedo. He feels dazed and confused and very, very
sleepy.
He tries to remember everything that has happened, but it all seems so distant.
The last thing he remembers for certain is being in his brother’s room, and him saying not
to forget to crack the window, and then coming down into his own bedroom, and lighting
th – THE WINDOW! He’s forgotten to open the window! Oh Christ, oh shit, oh fuck-ado, he’s forgotten the window!
Teddy runs over to it, opens it, starts desperately trying to fan the air out.
Becomes aware, suddenly, of how overwhelmingly his bedroom, too, now smells of
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skunk. Tries pushing the skunk air out his window, tries blowing like the Big Bad Wolf –
both useless. Tries pulling fresh air in, hoping this might improve things – also
unsuccessful.
He falls back on his bed, curls up. He doesn’t know why but he feels so incredibly
scared, and guilty, too. There must have been a reason his brother had given that warning.
Surely he’s done something wrong. How could he have forgotten? He’d only been given
one instruction! Now, he’s committed some terrible sin, and he can’t imagine what
consequences await him. Will he be crucified? Guillotined? Crucified and guillotined?
Are the police on their way? The FBI?
If Teddy had a car, he could peel outta the driveway, pull up to Darlene’s, honk
the horn, and call out “Darlene, my dear, let’s rip!” With an engine rev they’d be out,
headed nowhere, ever towards the sun. They’d be outlaws and fugitives, never
surrendering. If Teddy had a car, he’d be free and cool. But you can’t drive till you’re
sixteen. Until then, the only experience you can ever get behind the wheel in Teddy’s
town is during Derby Day, and –
And just like that, Teddy Thompson knows how he can win the love of Darlene
Dawson.
V
Nothing can ever match Niagara’s intoxicated enthusiasm for the annual Derby
Day race.
The Derby Day race is the climax of the end-of-summer carnival. There are mud
dashes and magic shows, Ferris Wheels and Tilt-A-Whirls, rigged midway games and
sometimes even a gangfight. Though each of these brings out a respectable amount of
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participants the biggest draw, always, undeniably, can’t question it, is the last day’s
soapbox derby race.
The race draws crowds and crowds of people. Tens of thousands, the old folks
claim, though who knows if it is ever that much. No matter the actual amount, it is
certainly popular: folks gather along both shoulders the whole length of the course, dozen
rows deep in key spots, like the finish line or Dead Man’s Curve. Since the inaugural
event in 1922, the Race’s champion has been smothered with respect. His name is
immortally carved in the Derby Cup, and he receives a cash prize.
Gets his picture on the cover of the newspaper, too.
But there is a far greater prize, and, as with most things of true greatness, it is
intangible and yet very real: it is something that lives on in the generations of trick-ortreaters dressed in the moustachioed likeness of the first champ, Willie Van Hindle;
something that can be seen in the faces of the mothers and fathers as they await, hands
wringing, the pull of the startgun trigger; something that can be seen, perhaps most of all,
in the damaged eyes and broken souls of all the boys in second and third and fourth and
tenth, boys who will look upon their victorious opponent with jealousy and shame (and
maybe even a kind of lust), knowing that they will never ever stitch back together their
egos and their dreams.
Winning the Derby Day race means you are a man.
Teddy needs to enter. Not just enter – win. If Teddy can emerge victorious from
the ashes of the Derby Day race, he’ll be seen as brave and macho and tough. He will be
a man, and nobody in Niagara will ever call him a sissy or a pansy or flaming homo fag
again. He will raise the trophy high above his head, hip-hip-hoorays raining down, and
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through the bright flashes of the camerabulbs he will find her face, will point to Darlene
Dawson and blow her a kiss, and at long last she will know his love.
He sits down at his desk, with a pen, paper. Checks the calendar to see that he has
just over a month, which is not ideal, but can work. His first step, he decides, is research.
Teddy knows it is very unlikely any of his competitors will approach the race with
anything more than empirical observations and hand-me-down advice, the kind of
wisdom that gets whispered to you while sitting sit on your grandfather’s lap. Some of it
is true, like the difference that leaning hard into turns can make for your endgame, but a
lot is just gossip and folklore, which can work for some, but only in the same way saying
a rosary does. Teddy needs more. All these legends and talltales and sacred laws reveal
how to win, which is fine, but Teddy is too clever, too determined (and frankly: too good)
to settle for such forms of advice. Teddy needs to know the whys that hide under each of
these mythic rules. This is not a race to him but a chessmatch, and while he recognizes
how severely disadvantaged he is physically, he knows how far he can mentally surpass
them, given the gruntwork he is willing to do. He is a boxcar David, and he will outwit
all the town’s Goliaths. He will slay the brutes.
Teddy begins in the archives of the Town Museum, opening drawers, scouring
shelves until he has a stash of news clippings and film reels. Over the next several days
he studies these closely, tries to glean all that he can about what sizes and shapes and
substances make a champion car, realizes that a winning car must be adapted to the
driver. Is delighted, too, to see winners of all heights and weights. Knowing this, though,
makes him curious to uncover what the skinny ones did to win when they won, and what
the chubby ones did to win when they did, so he spends hours and hours in front of a
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projector, watching and rewatching reel after reel after reel of footage, like a football
coach, or a stalker, carefully noting any twitches and shakes, no matter how slight,
pinpointing not just the when and the where but always, also, theorizing: why.
Next, Teddy walks up and down the race course, on both sides, in the middle.
Rides the course on his bicycle, too, and sometimes, late at night, when no one is around,
he even crawls. Tracks every conceivable variable: digs up the town records, finds out
when and how the street has been repaired, learns every single one of the pavement’s
bumps and bruises.
After finishing the planning phase, Teddy heads down into his basement, armed
with supplies and a blueprint. It hasn’t taken him long to draw up, because by the time he
gets down to putting pen to paper he’s already processed all his stats and figures and
calculations, has already designed drafts and dimensions in his head. Teddy is a smalltown Michaelangelo: he can see the angel in the marble; all he has to do is carve until
he’s set it free.
When Teddy emerges three days later, he can’t help but feel like Dr.
Frankenstein. Like Victor, Teddy, too, has his monster, and if ever a machine seems like
it can come to life, it is his, the nicest goddamn boxcar anyone in Niagara has ever seen.
To celebrate, he heads to the Simcoe Park Dance, eager to watch the band. Stands
off to the side, where he closes his eyes and sways to the music, back and forth, keeping
time, and all the dancers around him begin to fall away, and so does the pavilion, and so
does the whole town, too, until only him and the song are left, and in this moment Teddy
feels more Teddy than he ever feels anywhere else, and nothing matters, nothing at all,
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not the names he is called, not his jean jacket, not that bastard John Luster. Not even
Darlene.
His eyes are forced open when the singer taps the microphone.
“Excuse me, ladies and gentlemen. I was hoping I could have your attention for a
moment.”
A gasp flickers from the crowd. The Drugstore Romeos have never interrupted a
set.
“I have a gentleman here who has asked us if he might be able to say a few
words.”
The dancers look around at each other, curiously. What could it be? Who could it
be?
Teddy knows, even before he sees John Luster walk across the stage in a NHS
hoodie and grab the mic.
“Hi, everyone. I’m really sorry to stop the dance like this – and I hope you’ll
forgive me – but I only need a minute of your time. I just want to make an announcement.
A formal announcement. That I, John Luster, incoming Niagara High Trojan, will be
competing in this year’s Derby Day race. And if I win – and I promise you, I will try, my
very very best – I would like to dedicate the victory to Darlene Dawson. The girl I love
with all my heart.”
The crowd reels. This is scandalous, this is juicy, this is never-done-before.
And, to Teddy’s horror, this is also, to the crowd, the sweetest damn thing they’ve
ever seen.
John Luster pulls a rose from behind his back.
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“Darlene, I want to give you this. It is a pledge of my commitment – to the race,
and to my love to you. If I win, I’ll give you a dozen more.”
Darlene’s hands rise to her face. She blushes, deep red, and her eyes fill with
tears. John Luster walks down the stage, towards her, and the crowd parts in his midst,
forming a clear path to her. You’d think that this would be all Teddy could handle, that
he’d just throw his hands in the air and head home, but he doesn’t. He stands there, still
and firm, even turns himself to get a better view. With his hands in his pockets he
watches them, the whole time, takes it like a crucifixion.
John stands in front of Darlene, lowers himself to one knee. Bows his head, lifts
the rose. As she reaches for it, camerabulbs flash, and the picture makes the cover of the
next day’s newspaper.
Still on one knee, John Luster looks up towards her.
“May I have this dance?”
The crowd roars as Darlene, speechless, nods her head, while the band launches
into an especially spirited “Earth Angel.”
VI
Teddy wakes early on the day of the race, even before the sun. Doesn’t whine or
tug on the blankets but just opens his eyes, right on cue, hops up onto his feet. He stands
there in his jockeys, takes in a deep breath. Holds it as long as he can and then lets it out.
He had dreamt the night before, he knows that, but he can’t remember what about, and
won’t let himself try to figure it out.
He is focused on only one thing.
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Teddy fixes himself a breakfast of Wheaties and an apple, eats slowly. He makes
himself a pot of coffee, too. He has never really had coffee before, not a full cup, and he
wants to spit it out, but he swallows, knowing it will keep him sharp. Besides, he figures,
someday, when he’s a grownup, he’ll have coffee every morning, so he might as well
start getting used to it.
After he’s finished everything, Teddy wipes his mouth, pushes himself back from
the table, but before he stands he hesitates for a moment. He feels, suddenly, panic and
uncertainty and doubt, and he thinks about saying a prayer, even folds his hands. Then he
gives his head a shake and lets it pass. He has no reason to have any such thoughts.
Teddy leaves the table and then leaves the house. His car is already in the garage.
To get it from there to the starting line, Teddy pulls it on a rope like a dog on a leash. It is
important to spend these last few hours with his machine, closely. He can inspect it for
any scrapes or bruises, which he does, and finds everything is in fine shape. But, most
crucially, this walk is important, because it gives him time to talk to his car. He whispers
sweet nuthings to it, develops trust and understanding. He’s taken to calling his car
Sherry, and the whole way there, he says Sherry baby, you and me are gonna make
history, aren’t we, Sherry baby, says Sherry my love I been oh-so-good to you, won’t you
please be oh-so-good to me, too. And though he knows, of course, that Sherry will not
answer, he knows that if she could she’d say Yes, Teddy, yes oh yes oh yes, I will be
good to you, Teddy Thompson, you’ve been oh-so-good to me.
There are already a few other people at the starting line when he gets there, people
lining up along the sidelines, too. You have to, if you want any kinda view. By the end of
the hour any spot with any sight of the race will be gone. The rest have to listen to the
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broadcast on transistor radios tuned to fast-talkin Slick Nick Nixon’s station. He is there
already, too, has come earlier that morning from the city. Slick Nick’s got the most
popular show around, and the winner of the race gets to go on-air the next morning.
When Teddy arrives Slick Nick is running round, microphone in hand, asking the crowd
who their pick to win is. Takes call-ins, too. Most from old folks at the senior home, who
sit under a blanket in a rocking chair and holler at the radio with excitement and glee and
undeniably sad nostalgia. Some of the nursing homes have actual champion vets, too.
They mostly bitch to Slick Nick about how much harder the competition was the year
that they won.
By the end of the hour, the streets are jammed. Hustlers wander round selling
souvenir flags, which buyers hope to get signed by the winner. The pawn shop has a
whole rack of old signed flags, and they go for quite a lot. The crowd blows horns and
whistles, and there is a humming and a buzz that gets louder and louder as the race draws
nearer. Their feet stomp and hands clap, which can really get to some people, and Teddy
notices some of the other racers squirming.
He isn’t bothered, though. He’s gotten himself ready.
Teddy scans through the rest of the competition. He discounts the kneebucklers
immediately. They don’t stand a chance, not if they’re shaking already. Besides them,
there are maybe half a dozen who stand, seeming poised and stoic, but Teddy takes one
look in their eyes and discounts them, too, which may seem arrogant (and maybe it is) but
it isn’t invalid. It’s a simple fact. Anyone who’s any good at anything knows there’s a
certain something that distinguishes the truly great, and Teddy just does not see it in any
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of the others. As far as Teddy can tell, there is only one competitor he needs to worry
about: John Luster. But where was John Luster? Race time’s nearly here, and –
Just as soon as he’s had the thought, John Luster shows up. Teddy notices the
eyes of the other competitors turning, so Teddy turns his eyes, too, and barely recognizes
what he sees.
John is dressed in a white leather track suit.
It is covered in red roses.
So is his car.
The vehicle is made of aluminum, like Teddy suspected. He hasn’t anticipated the
custom paint job, though. John Luster wheels his car forward and, of course, parks it
directly beside Teddy’s.
“Sorry I’m late. I was talking with Slick Nick. Just reminding everyone who I’m
racing for.” Then, as though Teddy needs any reminder, John adds, “Darlene Dawson.
My earth angel. Slick Nick says that when I win I can bring her on-air tomorrow.”
Teddy sticks out his hand.
“Hey, John,” he says. “May the best man win.”
John Luster laughs.
Teddy gives his head a slight shake, then turns to his car. Time to focus. John
notices, so he, too, does the same.
All the competitors stand staring back, silent, still, while the mayor walks up to
the podium, taps the microphone.
“Ladies and gentleman – welcome to Derby Day!”
The crowd roars.
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The mayor begins a speech, but Teddy doesn’t hear a word. He can faintly sense
the crowd’s presence, but just barely, like he’s inside a tunnel. He’s focused.
“On your mark,” says the mayor. Teddy’s eyes narrow.
“Get set,” says the mayor, and Teddy’s grip on the boxcar tightens.
“GO!” says the mayor, and Teddy takes off.
At long last, the Derby Day race is on.
VII
Teddy cannot have a better start to the race. He perfectly executes his trademark
take-off, tires squealing so fast that some locals later said he left two black streaks of
rubber tattooed on the pavement like running mascara.
He isn’t in the very front, but that’s fine: he’s part of the pack, and that’s the main
thing. Teddy isn’t sure why, but racers tend to divide themselves, so hierarchically, into
an ever-shrinking cluster of leaders and an ever-growing cluster of the rest. Maybe if you
ask a sociology professor they could tell you why it happens. Maybe they’d say it’s just
proof of why communism cannot work. (Might get that answer to a lot of questions,
depending on who and what you ask.) All that Teddy knows is that it is nearly impossible
to recover once you end up looking in from the outside. The gap’s just too wide.
Teddy whizzes down the track. He zips. He zags. With slight and controlled steers
Teddy dodges all the bumps and ridges he’s so carefully learned, pulls himself ever
closer to the front. There are ten or so others in the jumble. John Luster is there, just as
Teddy has suspected. John’s shiny, fancy, rich machine in itself will not be enough to win
the race, but money certainly comes with its advantages, and the car’s pricetag has
guaranteed John a certain swiftness; this, combined with his athletic instincts, has helped
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put him near the front, too. There are a few others there as well, including one of the
particularly frightened kneeshakers, who has ditched any nervousness as he stares ahead
intensely.
Teddy races with calculated ease. His car moves with such smooth fluidity he
barely feels the road beneath him. He whisks forward, closing in on the lead, but also on
Deadman’s Curve – the sharpest and most abrupt turn in the race.
This is the point in the race where Teddy’s size is most a factor. He knows exactly
what he needs to do to compensate, though, and it’s all a matter of timing. There is one
exact moment he needs: a second too soon, a second too late will cost him. He needs to
be precise. Teddy closes in on the critical point, so calm that the fingers of his right hand
taps on the wheel as he drives.
He draws closer. He taps.
He draws closer. He taps.
He draws closer, then he jerks the wheel, hard, and he leans into it with all his
weight. The car glides – Sherry glides, really, she doesn’t skid, she glides – round the
bend, and then, just when he needs to, he straightens the car out.
Teddy fucking nails it.
He speeds on, faster and faster. The other cars had fumbled their turns, lost so
much momentum, but not Teddy. He and Sherry pass one opponent, another, another,
until he’s taken the lead.
A weaker competitor might’ve filled with glee and celebration, but Teddy knows
better than that. For one thing, Teddy is aware of several racers right behind him,
including John Luster. Based on his sheer physicality, Teddy figures John will have no
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trouble with the Curve, and he doesn’t. Neither has that kneeshaker, the feisty bugger.
They are all barreling down, and there is still a lotta track left, including the most pivotal
hurdle yet: the Bottleneck.
At the Bottleneck, the track narrows, so that only two cars can fit through at the
same time. A pile-up is common; Teddy knows he must pass through first, and with the
focused precision needed to hit a bullseye with a dart, he speeds through the tight
opening. John Luster follows very shortly after, barely edging through before three other
racers clog up. It has been a narrow escape for him, by a margin Teddy would never have
allowed to get so small, but it an escape nonetheless.
It is an escape that leaves only two cars with a shot.
Either Teddy Thompson or John Luster is going to win the Derby Day race.
Two bitter enemies, heading down the final stretch, battling each other until the
very end. There they are, Teddy and John, whizzing down the last bit of track, close to
each other and yet Teddy undeniably in the lead. He has cleared all the tricky parts just as
he’s needed to, and all that is left now is steady, straightforward driving. There are turns
and curves, hills and valleys, but nothing that is of any concern to him, not if he drives
like he knows he can.
He pulls further and further ahead of John. Come on, Sherry, he whispers. Please,
baby, please, be oh-so-good to me.
The crowd is roaring, but Teddy hears nothing. He does not hear their stomps and
claps, does not hear their horns and whistles.
He does not hear, either, the confused gasps from further ahead.
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He does not hear the grunts, groans and/or murmurs as members of the audience
are violently pushed out of the way, does not see the figure in black, with a big canvas
sack, jump out onto the track.
By the time Teddy realizes someone has burst out from the crowd the figure has
dumped everything from its bag onto the pavement. Pours out a sick potpourri – gravel,
shards of glass, thumbtacks; “There was shark teeth in the bag!” some will later claim.
“No, they wasn’t, they was baby teeth!” – and when he drives over this spread, Teddy
loses control.
Sherry spins round and round and round as Teddy drives straight into the haybales
along the edge of the track. He is flung from the car, flipping midair, launched right into
Pastor Williams, who is enjoying his front-row vantage. The sheer force of the collision
causes Pastor Williams to begin thrusting and groping members of the crowd around him
– or at least, during next week’s sermon, this is how he will attempt to explain his
behavior.
Teddy, despite his dizziness and aches, springs to his feet, just in time to watch
John Luster speed across the finish line.
The figure in black had left a small space of clean track on the far edge of the
racetrack, and John Luster, rather suspiciously, drove right through this lane to finish (so
did all the others, by the time they got there). If John had been trying to catch the lead,
common sense would’ve demanded that he hug the inside of the track.
“Look, kid – we’ll never know who was responsible,” the town’s police sergeant
later tells Teddy. “The guy was dressed all in black. Black hat, black mask, black gloves
– whaddya want me to do? Dust for black finguhprints?”
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And no one ever does know who it was. They don’t need to. Everyone in town
has gotten the ending they wanted, and people close their eyes to things if it makes for a
better story.
John Luster stands at the podium, holding onto twelve roses. The crowd parts to
let Darlene through, and she heads towards the stage, tears in her eyes. As the crowd
screams like teenyboppers at a concert, Teddy watches John hand her the flowers.
Then, they kiss.
Teddy drags his dented and beat-up car towards the finish line. No one claps
when he crosses.
VIII
We stand at the museum all afternoon, the old man talking, me listening.
“But what happens to him?” I ask, when he finishes the story. “What happens
when Teddy gets to Niagara High?”
The old man looks down, shakes his head.
“Nothing changes. They keep on calling him sissy, pansy, flaming homo fag. John
Luster looks like quite the hero, of course – a Derby Day champ in grade 9. And Teddy,
in comparison: quite the knucklehead. So Teddy gets more and more isolated, distant.
Hangs around by himself, reading, listening to his records, hoping people will eventually
forget him, stop telling and retelling his story. And eventually: they do. A school like
Niagara High, there are always other stories, and eventually they stop telling Teddy’s.
But I never forgot it. And I never forgot him. It was such a shame, the way it all turned
out for him, and I always wondered what happened to him.”
“You don’t know?”
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“No one does. After graduation, he left Niagara. Might’ve went to college,
might’ve joined the circus – I never knew. Few years back, Niagara High had its fiftieth
reunion. Most people I knew came back for it. Darlene did, but not John Luster. Turns
out they’d gotten married, had a coupla kids. One day she comes home early, finds her
husband in front of the mirror. Except for a feathered boa and his Letterman jacket, he’s
naked. Wearing lipstick, too, and has a rose tucked behind his hear. She screams and
starts crying, and then he screams and starts crying, and he says sorry, I’m so sorry,
there’s something you should know, and then he tells Darlene that he is a sissy and a
pansy and a flaming homo fag, and they get a divorce. So I wasn’t surprised that he
hadn’t come, but I wondered about Teddy. I really wondered. I hoped he would show up,
but he didn’t, and I’ll never know what became of Teddy Thompson.”
The old man stops, looks up.
“Well, I guess I’d better let you get to your research,” he says.
I can only nod. I’m thinking about the old man’s story, about Darlene and John
Luster, but especially, of course, especially: I’m thinking about Teddy Thompson.
The old man shakes my hand, wishes me luck, starts to leave. At the doorway, he
stops, turns.
“By the way,” he says. “You can use all that in a story, if you like. But only on
one condition.”
I swallow, await the request.
“Give it a better ending. A happier one. Wherever he is, I’m sure Teddy
Thompson would like that.”
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I nod. I accept. The old man looks down again, pauses for a moment. Seems to let
out a sigh, smiles, then exits the museum.
For some time I simply stand there, thinking about Teddy. What a story.
Suddenly, I have an idea. I’d love to be able to chat with the old man again, I
realize – ask him for more details, get some names and places right, sort out the order of
events. At the very least get his name and address, send him the piece once it’s done, see
what he thinks of the ending.
I run out of the museum and out onto the street. No one is there.
I peer frantically down the sidewalk, both ways. Nothing. Check again, squint,
focus my stare. There is no sign of anyone around.
My shoulders slump. I’m about to head back inside when something in the side of
my eye catches my attention.
In front of the museum is a parking spot. When I’d arrived a car had been parked
there, but the spot is empty now.
Tattooed on the pavement like running mascara are two black streaks of rubber.
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“HERE WE ARE NOW”
For the girl with Raider eyes & a Trojan soul
(and anyone else with the same).
On the corner of East-West Line and Highway 55, there is a school.
The building’s smack-dab in the center of Niagara, or at least as much as it can
be. Certainly, it’s far enough from Old Town that the farm kids – everyone who lives out
on the Lines and Concessions – can get there easily, yet not so far that the town kids – the
ones who hang out on Queen Street, sneak cigarettes in Simcoe Park – feel like they’re in
the country.
The name of the school is not Niagara High.
It never was.
***
From September 1956 to June 2010, Niagara District Secondary School stood at a
corner in the middle of my hometown. Many people I know went there: my father. His 2
sisters. The guy who told me that sometimes you gotta keep your dick in your pants and
just play the fucking drums, man.
Remember: Niagara-on-the-Lake is a small town – insulated, almost in-bred. As a
result it has its own distinct weirdness, a weirdness that NDSS, being the town’s only
high school, inevitably mirrored. As shifting demographics in the town at large sparked
and then exacerbated a shrinking of the student population, the school, in its waning
years, made an effort to curb dwindling enrollment by attempting a variety of gimmicks
they hoped would attract new students. They put in a small greenhouse, brought in local
farmers after school to help teach those interested about agriculture, though, being much
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warmer than outside, most kids only ever used it as a place to smoke weed in the winter.
They tried to emphasize the arts – offered drama classes which would put on a play for
the public, or a course where you learned to play rock music, which was popular, of
course, but most kids just enrolled for an excuse to jam. Ultimately, Niagara District
settled (partially of its own volition, perhaps, though also, perhaps, desperately not) into a
kind of laissez-faire campus in which students could do more or less whatever they
wanted as long as they just agreed to come.
Combine this attitude with the strange, indigenous particularities of the town –
you’ve got yourself a school which encourages (or at least, cannot afford to discourage) a
kind of anti-authoritarian, bohemian-esque spirit. A school where the Goths and the
hippies and the punks who spike their hair into neon-green mohawks skipped class to
form bands that would pop up and play in the cafeteria at lunch, a school full of Kerowhacky mad ones – mad to live, mad to talk, mad to dance in tie-dye tshirts at the Simcoe
Park Bandshell – a school where life ain’t nuthin but booty & cheeba (and so on and so
on & etc).
Or so it looked, to me, from afar.
See, I graduated high school in June 2010, but my diploma does not say NDSS. I
cannot call myself a Trojan, never wore the blue-n-maroon. I was a Holy Cross Raider,
our sweaters were green, we sang Raiders, Raiders Hallelujah, Holy Cross’ll run right
thru yah.
***
This one time I was at my grandmother’s – I must’ve been, I dunno, twelve.
Thirteen. She was watching me and my 2 sisters – forget why, but we were there for, say,
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a whole afternoon. And I was starting to get bored, right, so I go looking for something to
read. Take a peek at her bookshelf. There were hardly any books, and she’s Italian, so
anything she did have probably wouldn’t be in English anyways. I was scanning a shelf,
seeing nothing, nothing, nope, not that, no good, nothing.
Then I noticed some yearbooks.
My father’s.
I remember: photographs, black-and-white photographs, photographs that the
yearbook’s front cover told me were from 1979-80 yet they could’ve been from 69-70, or
89-90, or 65-66, or 15-16, and would’ve looked just about the same. Photographs of
football teams, sweethearts, a group of guys, arms folded, leaning on a car in the parking
lot. Three girls making silly faces in the caf, graduation headshots, an In Memoriam to
some kid who was killed in a crash.
I remember: not needing to look at the names beside the pictures to know that
there is Jordan Hernder’s old man, that’s gotta be Taylor Baum’s mom, good god Daniel
Lambert’s dad looks just like Daniel! A whole generation of mothers and fathers I
recognized immediately, knew their faces from Cub Scouts and house-league soccer and
the one Friday in grade six I went to a town-wide dance at Virgil Public.
I remember: running my fingers over autographs carved immortally in the back
pages, feeling each letter and scratch and underline, even the scribbles to get the ink in
the pen to start flowing. Feeling names (and nicknames) forgotten or lost or changed,
plans made and perhaps kept and perhaps broken, hopes and memories and rivalries
acknowledged, some phone numbers, some punchlines, cartoon tits and doodled dicks.
And my dad’s best bud Rob wrote “Get drunk get stoned but dont get too stoned cuz you
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cant pitch baseball when yer too stoned.” Somebody named Tom wrote “PARTY, SEX,
DRUGS, FOOTBALL & BEER.” A girl who was not my mother wrote “Hope to see you
lots this summer.” Somebody who did not sign their name wrote “Life aint nuthin but
BOOTY & CHEEBA.”
Most of all, I remember: nostalgia, deep and piercing, feeling like a song had
popped into my head and I didn’t know the words and I didn’t know where I’d heard it
and yet I could somehow hum the chorus, my atoms shaking with familiarity, starting to
think that I’ll soon turn a page and if I look closely enough there I’ll be, on the back row
of the bleachers, or staring back at myself from the end of a hallway.
***
The first time that I stepped foot inside Holy Cross Catholic Secondary School I
could not imagine any of the photographs I had seen in the NDSS yearbooks being taken
where I was. I could hardly tell Holy Cross was a high school at all; didn’t look much
like one to me, or at least, didn’t look like what I thought of whenever I thought of high
school (which was to say, of course, that it did not look like Niagara District). The school
was not ugly but on that day it sure looked ugly to me: the lights on the ceiling seemed to
shine almost digital, an artificial glow, bouncing off the floor so sterile it felt like the
hallway of a hospital, while all the walls were painted a shade of green deep and dark and
laid on thick like cheap lipstick, so thick the walls seemed somehow blank, couldn’t
make out any scratches in the bricks, none of time’s knicks or bruises. I was there for
some kind of open house recruitment tour but the propaganda all seemed phony. I felt no
connection whatsoever to any kind of heritage or history, didn’t think it even had one. It
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seemed like the kind of place I’d never learn my way around no matter how many times I
walked through it.
***
When the time came for me to choose a high school, I had only two options: I
could pledge allegiance as a Raider, get myself a green hoodie to wear, or I could
announce myself a Trojan, wear one that’s blue-n-maroon.
Here’s what I do. I construct a binary, and through this binary I decide that Holy
Cross – certainly not located in my hometown but all the way down Lakeshore Road and
even across the canal into St. Catharines, to which I have no familial connection, no
legacy of generations, no ties – is a school which encourages, when compared to its bluen-maroon Other, authority, control, closed minds. Monochrome and monotone, with a
uniform dress code enforced by The Man, man, it’s a goddamn Catholic school, a place
where nobody listens to rock n roll, hasn’t been stoned a day in their life.
(Or so it looked, to me, from afar.)
Of course, there were factors complicating the decision. It was not simply This
One or That One. For one thing: I had spent all of my elementary years at St. Michael’s, a
school in the Catholic board, where it is expected, assumed, and/or understood students
will continue on to a Catholic high school, too. This is what always happens next: it is the
predetermined order of things, the chain of being, how it works. Nobody leaves this board
for another. It would have been bloody treason. They’d have me crucified – guillotined –
crucified and guillotined!
Another: for many years, Niagara District, though not dead, was certainly dying, a
disease incurable, a terminal diagnosis. The school was severely underfunded and
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undersupported, which meant not only that they offered only the barest minimum of
courses – only those absolutely and always required in a secondary school as defined by
the provincial government – but also, more severely, it meant that each year, some
committee somewhere else decided whether or not the school should stay open any
longer. If they did decide to keep District’s lights on, bells ringing, it was only ever with
slim commitment: no guarantees and no promises for anything beyond June, and nobody
knew which June will be The June (let the newspaper headlines read: BOARD OF
BUREAUCRATS PLAY RUSSIANNIAGARA ROULETTE), but eventually – it must
be near, it’s inevitable, only so many chambers in a gun – the bullet would at last get
shot, and all of the kids would have to zip up backpacks, clean out lockers, students
shuffled and dealt like cards to other schools across the region, a small-town diaspora, a
bummer, a drag, a nuisance. The grim and grey prognosis was discouraging. Not many
people are willing to enroll at a school where they aren’t even ensured they can graduate.
These factors may have been legitimate and sensible and pragmatic. Sure. But I
saw two diametric opposites, a yin and a yang, cool and uncool, the head and the heart,
roads in a wood least- and most-travelled. I knew which school I felt I belonged at, I, me,
whoever that is at the bottom of everything. I knew I had a Niagara District soul.
Yet I did not go.
I pledged allegiance to Holy Cross. I wore green. I sang Raiders, Raiders
Hallelujah.
***
Nostalgia’s a funny thing. It’s there in the corner of your eye, practically waving,
but soon as you turn to look at it, it’s gone. Stare straight ahead again and there it is, it’s
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back, it’s snapping its fingers off to the side, only now it’s hissing at you, too, it’s saying
Psst, hey, it’s saying yoo-hoo, over here, trying to distract your attention from whatever is
right in front of you.
In June 2010, I graduate from Holy Cross Catholic Secondary School. I am
named valedictorian and receive a Governor’s General Award for Academic Excellence.
I have many good friends that I still keep in touch with and hope to, always; I still, too,
wear my green hoodie.
Sometimes, though, I wonder.
***
Last summer, the Royal Elite International Academy, a private school, announced
its intentions to take over the building which had one been known as Niagara District
Secondary School.
Since the NDSS closure six years prior, the building, out on the corner of EastWest Line and Highway 55 – right in the center of town – had stood vacant, a rotting
relic, a history fading.
A reminder, to me, of a life unlived, songs never sung.
Politicians promised to bring it back to life, to restore the building to what it once
was, and at last the mayor did, but the promise was only partially fulfilled: Royal Elite is
a high school, sure, but a private school for spoiled rich kids – from Toronto, Montreal,
Ottawa, and so on and so on & etc; kids whose parents are the kind of people who
overtend their gardens in the summer, so that it almost feels like they’re part of a movie
set – shares very little in common with the identity Niagara District once had.
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I read the headline in the newspaper and an idea struck me. That building has
many stories to tell, I thought to myself, but soon they will be gone. Renovations had
already begun on the front lobby, and if someone didn’t get there quick – if someone
didn’t listen to them soon – the stories would be left untold for good.
I am a writer. I can hear stories. I can listen and retell them. I can keep them alive.
More importantly, though, I thought to myself, if I went searching for those
stories, and I found them, I might then know what it would have been like to have gone to
NDSS. I could know what would have happened if I’d chosen to wear the blue-n-maroon.
I would no longer have to wonder.
One day in June, near dusk, I parked in the back lot. Got stoned, just as many
students had throughout the years, then paced the lot, kicking pebbles, looking at broken
glass. Walked round the outside of the school, peeked into windows, went back to the car
and, arms folded, leaned against it for awhile.
Finally, I headed for the front of the building – the south side, where the
construction’s begun. Waited for traffic to clear and, when no one could notice, climbed
the orange plastic fencing lining the perimeter.
Just as I’d expected, the door was open, a cinderblock keeping it slightly ajar.
Walked through these front doors, I’m in a foyer. Saw paint cans, a few ladders,
some plywood. Cardboard boxes and office furniture still wrapped in plastic.
At the far end of the foyer was a black felt board behind a glass case, once the
honour roll, but that day there were no names on it. It did not say Keith Allinote or Helen
Kurtz, not even Robert Penner. None.
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Walked straight through the foyer, down the hall, to the left. There was the gym.
Inside, its bleachers were empty. I listened closely for something, anything, a creak from
the wood in the bench, but the gym maintained silence, stillness.
Entered the locker room doors at the far end of the gymnasium – empty, of course
– then exited through the doors on the right-hand side of the change room, which led
back out into the end of the hallway, where I hung a quick left, exited out the school’s
back door. Before they could swing shut behind me I grabbed at one, just in time, noticed
that someone had spraypainted B&C across their bottom half.
Headed back inside the way I came from, except this time I noticed the stairs I
had passed on my way out. Took these down and into the cafeteria, saw an Alice In
Wonderland mural painted by some students on the wall – a Cheshire cat and a cartoon
clock, its hands still pointed at 4:20.
Ran back upstairs, but I didn’t stop on the first floor – headed up to the second. At
the top of the stairwell was what must’ve been a music room: in the corner, three padded,
soundproofed rooms. Must’ve been meant for students to practice their instruments, I
figured. From my pocket I pulled out a small glass pipe, polka-dotted orange like a Gaudi
gecko and a Ziploc baggy. Packed the pipe with a few pinches of cheeba, hit it. What a
smell.
Down the hall I found the science wing: a classroom full of lab stations, each
bench with a sink, stools. At one of them, near the middle, someone had carved into the
top of the desk: FUCK.
Go back out into the hall, continued the way I was headed. The hallway ended,
but the school was an L-shape – turned to the right, kept going. I was in what might’ve
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been the social sciences end, but the walls were blank, nothing written on the
chalkboards, I couldn’t tell.
Outside these classrooms were rows of lockers, each split in half and shared by
two students. Opened some, saw band stickers plastered to the back wall, felt dents
bashed into doors with the heel of a foot. In many, there were discarded sheets of paper,
much of which was not interesting: math worksheets, report cards, a flyer with school
announcements. In one, though, I found a note to D.J. from Judy. Further down, in
another, I found a folded-up photograph. I put both of these in the inside pocket of my
jean jacket, continued down the hall.
On one side, near the end, I noticed windows. Peeked through them and down
onto a courtyard. There was a picnic table, though I doubt anyone had sat at it in awhile:
weeds rose through cracks in the concrete, spread throughout, the whole enclosure
untamed, unmanaged, overtaken.
I was not yet ready to leave, so I continued to wander. Eventually I ended up back
in the basement, where, tucked away behind the cafeteria, I found a cement room, a room
that looked like it must’ve been, for a long time, inaccessible, too tricky for most to find a
way into.
The walls and the ceiling and the floor of this room were covered in spraypaint
and scribbles and scrawls: song lyrics and tags and strange symbols, but mostly names,
students’ names, and the year that they graduated.
I stepped into the room, and it was as though I’d suddenly shone a light in a cave
full of sleeping bats, causing all of them to shriek, flap their wings, hiss. The room was
chaotic: everywhere I looked, another memento, a signature, a fingerprint, a piece of
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somebody preserved through the years and finally, through my acknowledgement, being
brought to life again. Pieces of a past were screaming at me to be noticed, to be felt and
held and carried on. (The tune of an old song, one I love to hear on AM radio, popped in
my head: For the words of the prophets are written on the classroom walls/& high school
halls.)
There, surrounded on six sides – four walls, a ceiling, the floor – by tangible
access to what once was, to lives lived, to students who have come and gone and been
and done, I felt as though time had shrunk so small it had disappeared altogether, so that
in that room I could have been back in 1956 or 1976 or 1996 and somehow also all of
them at once. I touched and I sniffed and I crawled around on my hands and knees. I felt
surrounded by ghosts, but they were no voodoo threat, no poltergeist, I wanted them to
haunt me.
It seemed to me that this room was some kind of forbidden zone, a subterranean
challenge, a legendary feat; to enter and leave some kind of mark a rarefied privilege, an
accomplishment felt by few. I have never verified this, but I like this theory. I don’t want
it proven wrong by the truth.
I looked at everything there was to see inside of it, and when I felt as though I’d
felt it all – when the voices quieted back down – I pulled a pen out of my pocket. In tiny
letters, unobtrusive, practically unnoticeable, I wrote: “RYAN GAIO, CLASS OF 2016.”
Then I left the room, and I left the school.
I will not, and in fact, cannot ever go back, for it’s all been painted over. It’s a
new school altogether now. None of it remains.
***
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Somewhere along the way, while writing these stories, I fall in love with a girl
who has never heard of Niagara District or Holy Cross Catholic. She is from nowhere
near either. These schools do not mean anything to her.
I tell her about this book – the Niagara High stories, and why I am writing them. I
tell her that I could’ve worn the blue-n-maroon but I didn’t. I tell her that I so often
wonder.
I even sing: Raiders, Raiders Hallelujah.
Shortly after we fall in love I realize that part of why I love her is because she is a
Niagara District kind of girl. I know it. If I set up the two options – if it’s between NDSS
and HC – and assign her to one or the other, I can easily say she has a Niagara District
soul.
I know this because I look her straight in the eyes. She’s the only person I have
ever been able to do this with. Usually, when I start to look somebody in the eye, I
quickly have to look away. I don’t want them to be able to see too much. But not with the
girl that I love now. I can stare straight into her eyes without ever wanting to look away.
They’re beautiful eyes, and sometimes we lay beside each other, and she stares into my
eyes while I stare into hers.
One night she says to me: “Your eyes are the colour of the Earth from space.”
They’re mostly green, she says, but there are tiny specks of blue, too. (Maybe, if I’m
really stoned, there’s a little bit of red; maybe you could even call it maroon.)
I look at hers. I say, “Your eyes are green, like…”
I pause. I think.
“Your eyes are green, like…”
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I pause. I think.
“Your eyes are green, like the high school hoodie I wear in the hopes that it’ll
inspire me to write a good high school book.”
It’s true. She’s got Holy Cross eyes, Raider-colored. She’s got a Niagara District
soul, that’s for sure. But her eyes are green.
And, I have come to accept: so are mine.
My eyes are green. So is my hoodie. I went to Holy Cross Catholic Secondary
School. I sang Raiders, Raiders Hallelujah.
In these moments, we might share a joint. We might fuck. We certainly don’t
think about high schools we didn’t go to, the colors our hoodies could’ve been or the
songs we might’ve sung. We don’t need to, because here we are now, staring into each
other’s green eyes. We have booty. We have cheeba.
And life ain’t nuthin but.
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